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Holland City News.
YOL. V -NO. 49. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1877. WHOLE NO. 257.
ihe TtoUaml City ilea’s.
4 webklyTewspaper,
PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT
IQLUNBClTIf, • • HIM,
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND'S BLOCK.
0. J. D0E3BUR&, Editor and Publisher.
VUMS Of 8UB9CKXPT10M:— ta.OOyirjetriB idmci.
JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NBATLY DON*.,
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
for Urst Insertion, and 85 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period under three
nonths.
.
3 M. 6 *. 1 T.
1 Square ............... 3 50 5 00 8 002 *• .................. 5 00 8 00 10 00
8 •' ................ 8 00 10 00 17 IK)
h Column .................. I 00 17 00 85 00X “ .............. 17 00 25 00 40 001 “ ............ ..... 25 00 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $8.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An Z before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two X Z sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly
fait iloatli
Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R,




















f 4.00 “ “
Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. # 5.40 a. oi.“ “ p. m.“ 4.10 “ “
New Buffalo &
Chicago. f 11.20 a. ra.“ “ 12.15 p.m.“ “ 9.45 “ “
• Daily except Monday .1
t Mixed trains.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
Leave Holland for Gr. liapfds 1 .15 a. m.
Sundays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which Is 80 minutes later than Columbus
time.
L&ke Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Taken Effect, Sunday, Nod. 21, 1875.
FROM GR’ND RAPIDS TO GR'ND RAPIDS.









4 82 7 44 Grandville. 9 55 6 55
5 45 8 26 Allegan. 8 45 5 45
6 11 9 41 Otaego. (8 16 6 18
6 19 9 19 Plalmvell 8 07 5 10
8 35 9 85 Cooper. 7 85 4 45
6 50 9 50 Kalamazoo. 7 85 4 40
P.M. A. X. A.M. P.M.
8 30 11 30 White Pigeon. 5 50 3 05
A.M. P.M. P.M. i.M.
6.00 6 30 Chicago. 10 40 8 50
A *. P.M. P.M. A.M.
2 40 5 00 Toledo. 11 55 8 30
A. M. P. M. P.M. A.M
7 05 9 30 Cleveland. 7 40 8 40
P. M A.M. P.M. P.M.
1 15 4 05 Buffalo. 12 10 7 55
Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.















7 45 11 45 Ferrysburg 2 30 8 50
7 40 11 40 Grand Haven 2 40 9 00
6 50 11 11 Pigeon
Holland
3 13 9 50
5 45 10 85 3 55 11 15
5 17 10 15 Fillmore 4 12 11 45
4 00 9 25 Allegan 6 00 1 15
Attoniyi.
TTOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
IT Notary Public; Klver street.
'UfcBRIDE, G. W., Attorney at Law and Sollcl-
JH tor in Chancery; offlee with M. D. How-
ard, cor. Eighth aod River streets.
QHKRBURNR, 9. W., Blendon, Mich., Attorney
O at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
riven to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Offlee In the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks & Bros.
fTMJN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office In Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
Elver street.
' Btkiriii.
"P^SSINK.Q. J. A. ProprletrorofClty Bakery;
L Confectionary and cigars; Refreshments in
Mils line served on call ; Eighth street.
Banking and Ixehnngi.
Booki and Btationiry.
TT’ ANTER8, L. T. Dealer in Books, Station-
^D"Ji8&iKTre“d T01'' OPP0,lle
Booti and Bhoii.
Mannfactnrer of and dealer In
ljh!h“re« Le*tller- Finding., etc.;
Btntlit.
(x£5r?*m RilhS -°r8*Pl>; reBldence and of-
Van iSSte. * ghth oppoeIte Bakkor *
Bragi and kidieinei.
T\OESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drugs and Modi-
1/ clnes, Paints and Oils, Brashes. Ac. Phy-
sician’s prescriptions carelully put up; Eighth st.
VfEENQS, D. R., Drugstore. Fine Drugs. Med-
ivl Iciues. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. Eighth street.
\TAN PUTTEN, Wh., Dealer In Drags, Medi-
V clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Dkn Hero's Family Medicines; River St.
U7AL8H HEBER, Druggist A Pharmacist ; afull
* v stock of goodsappertalniug to the business
See advertisement.
Dry Ooodi.
1>BRT8CH, D. General dealer In Dry
IJ Goods, Yankee Notions, Huts, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River streets.
Furniture.
VfEYKR H., A CO., Dealers In allkindsof Fnr-
.VI nltnre, Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.
ft EID8EMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
IV Furnltnre A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Orocerlei.
ftLIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
F ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.
rT,E VAARWERK, G. J.. Family Supply Store:
-L a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop In rear of Store; Eighth atreet.
v General Sealen.
I '\UURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
Is Groceries, Crockerj-. Glassware, Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.
rpK ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer In Dry Goods,
1. Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
XT'AN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers, In Dry
v Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Fbnr, Provisions, etc.; River st.
TIT' ELTON A AKELY. General Dealers in Dry
TV Goods, Grocerlea, Crockery, Flour and Feed,
Provisions, etc. River street.
Flour and Feed.
/"10LEMAN Wra. A CO., Dealer in Flour and
\J Groceries, in Slootor'a Brick Building.— See
Advertisement.
Hardware.
ITAN DKR VEEN, K., Dealer In General Uard-
Y ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
yAN LANDKOEND A MEL1S, Dealeis in
V Hard-ware, Tin-ware and Farming Imple-
ments; Eighth street.
Botili.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor.
First-class accommodation. Free Buss to aud
from the Trains. Eighth street.
piITY HOTEL. J. W. Minderiiout, Proprietor.
\J Bailtinl878; Furnished Inelegant style, aud
a first-class hotel throughout.
ftHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVic*r Proprietor;
I opposite the C. A M. L. 9. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; building and furnltnre new.
Livery and Sale Stabler
ftOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
1 > Offlee and barn on Market slreet. Everything
firat-class.
VTIBBELINK. J. II., Livery and Sale Stable;
Iv Offlee qf Dally Stage Line to Sangutuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Wagonmakei and Blackimithi.
T'vIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
Is Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. River Street.
ftLIEMAN. J.. Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
I Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pono. Cash paid for Furs.
Kerokaut Tailere
ftOSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
D In ready made clothing and Gents’ Furnish-
ing Goods,
y ORST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchas-
Y ed elsewhere, will be cat loonier. Repairing
promptiy attended to. River street.
M«at Market!.
ftUTKAU W., New Meat Market, near corner
li Elxhth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
TT' LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; best of
IV Meats always on hand. Eighth street.
TTUITE.J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
IV vcgetablps ; Meat Market on 8th street.
yANDERHAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
Y and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Miaufactorles, Mill!, Shopi, Zte.
TVEMING, W. IL. Manufacturer of Plows, ByU Improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
'FTEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of andDealcrin
1 1 Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines' cor. 10th A River street.
ftAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
I of Hugger MUle; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
yERBKEK, IT. W..A CO., Proprietors of the
Y Phoenix Planing Mill, All kinds of build-
Ing material famished at Grand Rapids prices.
Ty ILM8 P. H„ Manufacturer of Farm Pumps.
Allkindsof wood tnmlng and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street.
Notar? Public!
ftOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insuranoe
a. Agent, Notary Publle ami Oonveyancer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vielnlti.
WALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
u f and Insurance Agent. Offlee, City Drug
Store, 8th street.
Fhnleiui.
ftKST, R. B., Surgeon and Physician. Offlee at
Is his residence, Overljael, Mich.
A NNI8. T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
8. W. cor. Public Square.
T EDEBOER. B. Physician and Surgeon: Offlee
1j comer Eleventh and Klver atreet opposite
public square.
Tlf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
ivl over E. Hkbold's Boot and Shoe Store,
EighUr street.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Physician. Office at D.
0 K. Meengs' Drug Store, 8tb Street.
Baddlin. ̂'i
ITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer In
V Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street. _ ___ _ __
Stving Kachiaii.
1/ ANTERS, A M. Agent for Ottawa and Allc-
Iy gan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine.” Dealers In needles and attachments.
Stivrt, W:od, Bark, Zto.
IT" ANTERS, R., Dealer In Staves, Wood and
IV Bark; offlee at his residence, Eighth street.
Tobacco and Cigirs.
ROLLER, O. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watcku and Jivilry.
TOSLIN 4 BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelern,
*1 and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Kenyon's Block
River Street.
Produce, Etc-
Apples, ^ bushel ................. $ 25 @ 30
Beans, bushel ................... 1 20 (ft ....
Butter, V lb ...................... oi 1ft
Clover seed, ̂  bushel ............. 9 00
Eggs, $1 dozen ................... (ft 22
Honey, $1 lb ....................... ̂  15
Hay, V ton ....................... 8 00 7 50
Onions, V bushel ................ ft 85
Potatoes, $1 bushel ............... @ 80
Timothy Seed, ̂  bushel ........ ... £A
Wool, $1 D) ............ ... .• ......
Wood, Staves, Eto,
Cordwood, maple, dry ..................... $ 3 00“ “ green ................... 2 75“ beach, ary ................. 2 50“ *• green .......... ...... 2 25
Hemlock Bark .................. . .. @5 25
Staves, pork, white oak, ............. @10 00
Staves, Tierce, “ ........... 12 00
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... @350
Heading bolts, hardwood ............ ....... 3 75
Stave bolts, softwood". ...................... 2 75
Stave bolts, hard wood .................... 3)0
Railroad ties, ............................... 12
3rain, Feed, Eto.
[Corrected by the "Hugger 3HUt.)

















Feed. $i ton ...........
” V 100 lb .....................
Bariev, $ 100 lb .............. .....
Middling, 100 lb .................
Flour, V 100 lb ......................
Pearl Barley, V 100 lb .............. 8 00 @
Meats, Eto.
Beef, dressed psr lb .............
Pork, “ “ ..................... 6 @6*@12
@12
Smoked Meat ........................... 12 @18
** Ham .................. L ........10 @12“ Shoulders ........... .... @10
Tallow, per lb .................... @ 8




I. 0- of 0. F.
Hoi, land City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hall, Holland Micb., on Tuesday Evening
of each week.
Visiting brothers arecordlallv Invited.
R. A. Scuoutkn, N. G.
P. SciIUAVESANDK, R. S.
F. & A. M.
A Reodlar Comrannication of Unity Lodge,
No. 191, F. 4 A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
21, at 7 o’clock, sharp.
J. 8. Buens, W. M.
J. O. Doesburo, Sec'y.
You can pet anything in the line of
Gloves and Mittens at D. Bcrtsch’s.
-- -
Call at L. T. Knnters for holday poods,
such as Albums, Toys, Wine Betts, Toilet
Setts, and many more articles too numer-
ous to mention. Prices from 1 cent to
$10.00. Be sure and come this week, be-
fore the best is picked out.
L. T. RANTERS.
Just received Moody and Sankey Hymn
Books, or Sacred Songs at
L. T. RANTERS.
Good News.
The finest Coffins and Caskets ever ex-
hibited in this city for sale at reasonable
prices at
46-4 w H. MEYER & CO.
Cheap! Cheap!
A fine assortment of all kinds of furni-
ture just received and all sold as low as the
lowest at46-4w II. MEYER & CO. .
Holloway’s Pills and Ointment.— For
Scurvy, Leprosy, and cutaneous diseases
they are unrivalled. In places where
these maladies are prevalent, the cures are
marvellous, for the expulsion of pimples,
blotches, &c., they are unparalleled, and
as a cosmetic the Ointment stands un-
equalled. \ Sold everywhere. 25 cents per
box or pot.
Education and Politici at the South.
All through this crisis in the republic’s
life, this depressing menace of a sectional
quarrel and of a national disgrace, thou-
sands of good citizens of both parties are
thinking almost hopelessly of what must
be the future of the long probation of
negro suffrage. The negro it ignorant,—
when nill he be educated? This is one of
the most gloomy aspects, as it is one of
the fundamental elements, of the southern
problem. The North forced negro suf-
frage upon the South in the sincere con-
viction that nothing else would secure the
freedmen genuine civil liberty, and in the
honest hope that education would make of
them citizens capable of self government.
But that hope of necessity was long de-
ferred in its realization. It is still the
only refuge of many who sympathize deep-
ly with the miseries which carpet baggery
has entailed upon the southern states. It
therefore becomes an interesting question.
What is the relation of popular education
at the South to the present issue in politics
there?
Let us prtitaUe a little review of the facts
in regard to the relative illiteracy of states.
On Gen. Walker’s map of illiteracy, we
find that over a large part of Vermont the
number of persons who cannot read and
wri • , over 10 years of age, is less than 5
per cent \ in Massachusetts, the proportions
is between 5 and 11 percent. In Louis-
iana, the proportion is nowhere less than
40, over a portion of the state from 40 to
60, but along the river there is a broad
black belt where the night of ignorance
deepens to over GO per cent. It is the most
ignorant section of the United States.
This was in 1870. There were then 12,000
white men of voting age and 76,000 colored
men of voting age who could not write,
being considerably more than half the
whole registered vote. According to the
’•Reliogg census” of 1875, out of a total
population of 850,000, there were 150,000
whites and 384,000 negroes, who could not
read and write. The report signed by
Messrs. Hoar, Frye and Wheeler in 1875
dwells with emphasis on this fact, and con-
cludes that the general condition had “not
improved since 1870.” These gentlemen
Justly further say: “With these elements,
a great part of the political history of
Louisiana for the past ten years might
have been predicted by the most ordinary
intelligence.”
The magnitude of the evil being thus
apparent, how is it to be remedied? North-
ern men who have become indifferent
whether Hayes or Tllden be elected, w ill
yet ask themselves with anxiety, what is
to become of free government in the South,
under these conditions? Is Gov. Reliogg
and the carpet-bag salvation? Or is de-
mocracy and the peril of bulldozing the
only hope? Let us take the testimony on
that point. At the meeting of the Pea-
body-fund trustees, last August, Rev. Dr.
Barnai Sears, r who succeeded Horace
Mann as tiie secretary of the Massachu-
setts board of education, and who was
taken from the presidency of Brown uni-
versity to administer Mr. Peabody’s be-
quest, reported as follows:
The amount expended for schools in the
South, last year, was $99,150. West Vir-
ginia and Tennessee received larger
amounts than any other states, from the
fact that they made more effort to foster
and promote a public-school system. The
amounts paid,to South Carolina, Florida
and Louisanfi are proportionally email,
because of the failure of those states to
foster public education. Texas is making
good progress in school work, and will
probably receive increased assistance from
the Peabody fund, the ensuing year.
There will be over $100,000 after paying
all expenses for distribution in the ensuing
year. There will be over one million
children attending schools in part sup-
ported by the Peabody fund.
It will be noticed that the states which
are fostering education most heartily are
the democratic states of West Virginia,
Tennessee and Texas, all the other demo-
cratic southern states also deserving some
aid, but that the three republican, carpet-
bag and bull dozing states of South Caro-
lina, Florida and Louisiana report com-
parative “failure to foster public enduca-
tion.” It is well to remember that the
democratic state superintendent of educa-
tion for Louisiana who was elected in
November was the state agent of the Pea-
body fund, while the man whom the re-
publican board counted in was a negro and
an ignorant man. Mr. Nordhoff. who ex-
plored the political condition of the South
thoroughly, not many months ago, says
that the school officers of the parishes in
Louisiana bold their positions on a purely
political tenure and for purely political
purposes. Worse than this, it is a com
mon allegation that they have stolen and
squandered the funds appropriated to
school purposes. This charge comes to
the surface constantly in all the investiga-
tions in the state. Negroes who voted the
democratic ticket in some cases testify
that they did so because the republican
officials have taken for themselves the
money with which their children were to
have been educated. «
According to the Kellogg census of 1875
the pupils then in school numbered 66,000,
against 51,000 in 1870, but this increase is
slight compared with that in other south-
ern states. We have no knowledge of the
relative amounts of money appropriated
In two years. In 1872, there were in
Georaia less than 7,000 colored children in
the public schools. The carpct-bag gov-
ernment then lost control of the state, and
the number of colored pupils rose to 19,700
in 1873, 42,374 in 1874, and 50,856 in 1875.
The white children in school in the last-
named year amounted to 105,000, the pro-
portion in populntion of the school age
being 145,800 white to 116,800 black child-
ren. Of the whites 72 per cent and of the
black 43 per cent are therefore in school,
and the disposition of the state to carry on
the work till all the children are provided
for is earnestly avowed.
As to the status in South Carolina and
Florida, wo iiavo no special information
beyond the statement of Dr. Sears. It is
reasonable to suppose, however, that the
educational interest follows the general
course of public affairs, prospering in those
states where the intelligent and conserva-
tive property-owning class are governing
in tranquillity, and for their own best in-
terests not allowing a large voting popula-
tion to grow up in ignorance,— and faring
ill in those states where alien governments
are endeavoring to maintain themselves in
power by fostering distrust between the
races. It seems strange to place the educa-
tional hopes of the black race In the hands
of the old planters and the former masters,
but yet we see Just this element in Ala-
bama, Tennessee, Arkansas, Texas and
Virginia providing schools for the child-
ren of their former slaves. 'It is perhaps
too soon to say that southern sentiment is
yet beyond the need of missionary effort
on this question, but, on the other hand,
it is clear that it is not too soon to aban-
don the policy of carpet-bag government,
sustained by bayonet authority. What-
ever elss happens to the schools of the
negroes, we cannot establish them by
force of arms and political fraud.— Nprwi^-
field UepuUican.
Our Civil-Service Syitem,
Occasions sometimes arise which must
shake thcconGdcnce of the most trustful
congressman in the perfect working of the
civil-service system. Here, for instance,
is the robbery of $11,000 from the treasury
by one of the gentlemen contributed to
the service by the Hon. Charles B. Ftrwell,
of Illinois, a Mr.'F. 8. Winslow, of Chica-
go. Mr. Winslow, it seems, had been
president of a bank in Chicago, and after
what might be called an unsuccessful busi-
ness career, at the end of which the bank
paid 50 cents on the dollar of its liabilities,
and Mr. Winslow 10 cents on the dollar of
his, the closing transactions of the same
being somewhat clouded, and probably
crooked, he fell buck upon the govern-
ment by way of his member of congress,
the Hon. Mr. Farwell. And the govern
ment— what a good grandmotherly govern-
mentitisto bo sure —gave Liu a place.
That is, it didn't give him a place; that
isn,t the way in which the best civil service
on the planet is administered; it gave the
Hon. Mr. Farwell a place to fill on the
government pay-rolls, and Mr. Farwell put
his unfortunate friend, Mr. Winslow, in it.
The governmeflt— good, trustful, and con-
fiding government that it is.— having all
of Senator Morton’s faith in its own civil
service, set Mr. Winslow to counting
money In the cash-room. It was an un-
commonly good place for Mr. Wlnsiow,
for it put him to the way of being able to
pay more than 10 cents on the dollar to
his creditors upon his next failture, and it
was a good thing for the government, be-
cause if money was missed the deteclives
would know at once whom to suspect.
Mr. Winslow, it now appears, embraced
the opportunity so generously flung at him
by the government by way of the Hon. Mr.
Farwell, and took— “convey, the wise call
it”— a package of $11,000, intrusted to
him to seal and direct. His record not
being good, he was suspected, and the re-
sult is the return of the package minus
only some $200 or $300. We presume that
Mr. Winslow will now be transfered to
some other department ot the service, per-
haps dismissed altogether. In the latter
case the Hon. Mr. Farwell will have’
another appointment at his disposal. For
of course the proposition would not be en-
tertained for a moment to deprive the
Hon. Mr. Farwell of his share of the pa-
tronage merely because one of his appoint-
ees has been caught stealing.
But isn’t it a fine civil service, though?
As a system of reward for political service
how admirably it works! Now, then, Mr.
Farwell, there’s a high stool vacant, and
a quil for somebody’s ear, and a chance to
count cash fur the government. It’a your






Lccole Western, the well-known aotrees,
died in Brooklyn, a few days ago, of conges-
tion of the longs.
A portion of the roof of the Grand Central
depot, New York, waa crashed by the weight
of snow, and fell with a terrific craah, the
other day. Fortunately there were no paasen-
pei trains in the at the tune, and no loss
0/ life attended the f cadent.
meeting of the International Society,
in New York, the other day, reeclnUoim were
adopted applauding the Melly Maguires, of
Pennsylvania, and protesting against their
execution on the ground that they were con-
victed by hired witnessee.... It seems to be
pretty thoroughly settled that Janies Gordon
Bennett hae left the country temporarily. Ho
sailed from New York for Liveq>ool in the
steam* r R'obmond.
THE WEST.
A waboucai. attempt to wreck a passenger
train on the Cliicago and Northwestern rail-
road was recently discovered and frustrated
by detectives. A point near Amee, Iowa,
where U»ere is a long, steep gride, waa se-
lected for the mpetration of the deed. A
detective from Chicago wormed himstlf into
the c^ntidence of the scoundreie. and pre-
tended u> be eager for a hand in the
Job. 'ttiey were to throw the train from the
track, saturate the cars with kerosene and set
them on fire, and use chloroform upon the pas-
sengers where they could do so to advantage.
They also intended to murder the express mes-
senger and rob the express car. They were on
the ground prepared to cam out their plans
when a body of men, who had been instructed
by the detective, surprised and captured the
whole outfit, and the passenger train passed on
without the passengers being aware of the
danger that bad threatened them .....
Chicago papers record the demfee of Mark
SheridiMj. a well-known and prominent resi-
dent or that city. He had held various local
offices, and was the recognized leader of the
Celtic element in politics. . . . Miles Ogle, with
several abases, one of the moet skillful coun-
terfeiters in the West, was arrested in Cincin-
nati a few days ago. Many well-executed
plates were found in his possession.
Bpiwg field, DL, is said to be infested with
the worst gang of thievee and thugs who have
risited that dty for several years, the recent
assembling of the Legislature and the large
number of visitors which has been drawn there
being the immediate attraction.
The new bridge acroaa the creek at Ashtabu-
la, Ohio, the scene of the recent railroad dis-
aster, has been completed, and trains are again
« running over the chasm. . . .The annual statis-
tic* of Minneapolis, Minn., show $1,000,000
werth of buildings put up during 1876, and
5,400,000 bushels of wheat ground into flour.
Thr libel suit of the Bev. Stuart Robinson,
of Louisville, Ky., against McKee, Fislibaok A
Homer, proprietors of the old 8t. Louis Dem-
ocrat, wae brought to a cloea last week, at 8t.
Louis, by defendants confessing iudgment in
the sum of 180,000. and agreeing to pav all
costs of soil, including attorneys’ fees of
plaintiff. The original damage asked was
f 50, 000. The libel consisted of a
charge that Robinson was V en-
gaged in a plot during the reboUion
to introduce yellow fever infected clothing in-
to tne North. . . .Farmers of the great State of
Minnesota have taken hold of the tree-plant-
ing besineea in earnest Over ten millions of
cuttings were set out daring the past year,
most of which are doing well. The young
trees consist largely of cottonwoods and white
willowa, but there is also a liberal sprinkling
of maple, larch, white oak, etc.
Bob Burdette, the fanny man of the Bur-
lington Uaxck-Eye, has made his debut on the
lecture platform, and is pronoun oed a suc-
cess. . . .Several bills have been introduced
in the Illinois Legislature having for their
object to make sUver a legal- tender in the
payment of all debts. A bill has also
been introduced to make wolf scalps a legal
tender ala valuation to be fixed bylaw. . . .The
Chicago Tribune gives correnoy to a report
that the Michigan Bonthern Railway is not dis-
posed to make a settlement with those in-
jured at Ashtabula, or with those who lost their
baggage by the burning of the cars. The
widows and children or other relatives of the
dead are also, it is said, to be denied any com-
pensation. The company, it is said,
that the accident was “an act of God ; " and,
inasmuch as the railroad officials could not
control the action of the froet on the bridge,
they ought not to be held liable. •
Tie project of tunneling the Detroit river is
being warmly agitated by the people of Detroit.
At a meeting of the citizens, a few days ago, a
committee was created to invite plana, and to
see whether it would bo possible to raise the
necessary funds for the work.
A Davenport grain merchant, who has been
investigating the matter, finds that two-thirds
of the com crop of Iowa ie still in the hands of
• • .Theloea of property at Cincin-
nati by the recent break-up of ice in the Ohior7®r at between tSOO.GOO and
^400,000. which falls principally upon the coal
dealers. About 80 loaded apd 150 empty
! wdtogT16 8Unk °r C>rried aw‘y from th®
the sooth.
TniaDAY, Jan. 9, was oneof the most excit-
ing days witnessed in New Orleans for eomo
years. Early on the morning of that day the
partisans of Gen. Nicholls, the Democratic
ckim¥“t0. th« Governorship of Louisiana;
assembled in large numbers in Lafavet^
82E*u2Si “d eqJPPed. From thence
session of the whole citv before
evening, the Packard Government and
Legislature meantime taking refrme
in toe State House. Gen. NichoUs issued^
proclamation, as Governor of Louisiana, urg-
ing toe people to retire peacefully to their
homes, and abstain from all ezoeeses what-
evor. At Washington the matter was made
the subject of a special Cabinet session, which
resulted in a determination to take no action
which could be construed as an attempt to
settle the political status of either side to the
contest further ihan to direct Gen. Augur, the
commander at New Orleans, to prevent bloed-
shed. Instructions to this effect were acoord-
^y^phed to Gen. Augur by the Becre-
1n the Packard Legislature, at New
Orleans, on the 10th inat., a resolution
was introduced by ex-Gov. Warmoth, a
member of the lower house, looking to
a compromise between toe contending
forces of the rival Governors. It proposed
the appointment of a committee of eight, to
confer with a similar committee of toe Nicholls
Government, to devise measures lor a peaceful
and lawful settlement of the contest tor the
possession of the Btate Government. The
resolution went over under the rules....
Siill another revision of the Bon4 it Carolina
election returns has been had. This third
connt, which, it seems, was made 'Agentlemen'
representing both political part as, results in
finding that a majority of votes were cast for
the Democratic candidates for Governor, State
Treasurer and Attorney Gen Aral, all the other
Republican candidates forFjtaie officers receiv-
ing a majority of the votes, oast.
Tub situation In New Orleans on thu 13tb
inst. remained unchanged. Gov. Packard
stated to a‘ press correspondent that it was
difficult for his Government, which depended
in a large degree upon toe colored people, to
make a successful fight against the whites
without toe aid of Federal troops. All eyes, it
Is stated, were turned to Washington, watching
events there. Packard had assigned Gen. A. 8.
Badger to the command of the State militia, vice
Longntreet, and he was busily organizing his
forces. The Nicholls militia had taken pos-
session of the Beoorder of Mortgagee and
Register of Conveyances. It was asserted that
Pinchbeck bad spirited awaay the four absent
Republican Senators, and tons broken a quo-
rum. They were on Lake Pan tch art rain fishing,
and would not return excoot to secure, Piuch-
back’s election to the United Staten Senate.
Both Governors were besieged by appli-
cants for office. Gen. Augur told a
newspaper reporter that be thought the mud-
dle would be peaoSably settled, and reiterated
his determination not to interfere, except in
caso of riot and bloodshed, or in the event of
any attempt being made to Interfere with
either of the two Legislatures. Pinohback'e
friends claimed that he wae muter of the
Senatorial situation, and were jubilant. Pack-
ard said he intended to retake the Supreme
Court building, but would proceed under the
forma of law, and avoid a conflict.
Some idea of the severity of the late “cold
snap 11 in the Sooth may be gathered from the
fact that the Miseissippi river waa gorged with
ice at a point as far south as Ozark Island,
nearly 100 mike below Helena, Ark. Only
oucd before in the memory of that venerable
chronologist, “the oldest inhabitant, ” has
such a thing occurred, and that was in the ex-
ceptionally cold winter of 1838.
The secession of P. B. S. Pinchback and
three other State Senators from the Republi-
can Legislature, and the alliance of their for-
tonee with the NichoDa Government, produced
something of a sensation in New Orleans.
Pinchbeck made a personal explanation, in
which, according to the Associated Press re-
ports, “ he said that the action of himself and
these Senators was decided upon after mature
deliberation. They intended to stand the haz-
ard of the die. They bad oome there u Repub-
licans because they beheved in thfe interests of
the State above party. He denounoed the Re-
publican party of Louisiana in unmeasured
terms, and said Hayes, if inaugurated, oould
not afford to soil ins administration with
this blight upon the prosperity of the people.
He accused ex-Gov. Kellogg of securing his
election as Senator by corrupt means.'*
On the 15th inst. the President telegraphed
to Gen. O. O. Augur, commanding the troope
at New Orleans, as follows: “It has been
the policy of the administration to take no
part in the settlement of the question of right
of government in the State of Louisiana— at
least not until toe Congressional committee
now there have made their report. Bat it is
not proper to sit quietly by and see the State
Government gradually taken possession of by
one of the claimants for gubernatorial honors
by illegal means. The Supreme Court set np
by Mr. Nicholls can receive no more recogni-
tion than any other equal number of lawyers
convened on the call of any other citizen of
too State. A returning board, existing in ac-
cordance with law, and having judicial as
well as .ministerial powers over the
count of the votes, and in declar-
ing the result of the late election,
has given certificates of election to the Legis-
lature of toe State. A legal quorum of each
House holding such certificates met and de-
clared Mr. Packard Governor. Should there
be a necessity for the recognition of either, it
most be Packard. Yon may furnish a copy of
this to Packard and Nioholls.” Packard, on the
same day, published a proclamation character-
wing the Nicholls government as “a lawless
and treasonable conspiracy,” and commanding
its immediate dispersal.
POLITICAL.
The Tenneasee Legislature has chosen ex-
Gov. Ishim G. Harris United States Senator
from that State for six years, from the 4th of
March. He snooeeds Mr. Cooper.... J. B.
E ostia has been elected to the short Senatorial
term from Lonisiana by the Nicholls Legisla-
ure.
The Republican Legislature of Louisiana
has chosen ex-Gov. Kellogg United States Sen-
ator from Lonisiana for six years from the 4th
of March.... The Republicans of New Hamp-
shire met in State Convention last week, and
nominated Benjamin F. Prescott for Governor.
Reeolations were adopted declaring that Hayes
is the legally-elected President, and that he
ought to be inaugurated.
The dead-iock in toe New Jersey Legislature
has been broken. After several days’ balloting
a compromise was effected, resulting in an
eqnal division of the offices, the Democrats
securing the Speakership.
Secretary of the Interior Chandler, in re-
sponse to a summons, appeared before the
House committee on the privileges, power
and Duties of Congress in counting the elec-
toral vote, on Saturday, Jan. 13, and, in re-
sponse to the interrogatory as to whether he
had sent any dispatches to Florida since the
November election m relation to money,
replied that he had not. Being asked whether
he had sent a dispatch to Florida stating that
troops wonld probably be sent there to kesp
the peace, be answered he probably had. He
was then asked whether he had sent it upon
his own motion or upon some one's else, and
he declined to answer this qnestion, basing
his refusal on the gronnd that he was a Cabi-
net officer. The committee decided that be
must answer, and gave him until Wednesday,
the 17th inat, to comply.
Hon. William A. Whexleb visited Wash-
ington last week, and, after spending t few
dvys, returned home, where he will remain
until the questions connects J with the electoral
count are decided. He says that both Gov.
Hayes and himself are confident of toeir elec-
tion.
The Democratic members of the Delaware
Legislature met in caucus, the other day, and
unanimously nominated Mr. Sauls bury for re-
election to the Uniled States Senate.
WASHINGTON.
The Secretary of the Treasury has issued a
call for the redemption of 10,000,000 five-
twenty bonde of 1865, May and November.
Principal and accrued interest will be paid at
the treasury on and after the 10th of April
next, and the interest on bonds will oease that
??•. Following we toe descriptions of the
S"*”: OpaPon bonds, $100. Noe. 17,001 to
21,350, inclusive; $600, Nos. 22,101 to 26,700,
inoloaive; $1,000, Nos. 53,801 to 62,400, inoln-^ *I00°.000. Registered bonds
Nos. 201 to 800, inclusive; 1100,S 10 4’600- inclusive; $500,'
Nt* 2,751 to 8,250, inclusive; $1,000, Noe.
AMO* inclusive; $5 000, Noe. 4,151
U 4,750, indoaive; $10,000, Nos. 5,151108,200,
privileges, powers,
llepresentatives in
inolusiTA Total, $8, 000, 000.... Die Sec-
retary #f War, on . toe 10th inst, tele-
graphed the following order tOuGen. Au-
gur. at New Orleans : " It is reported that the
State House in New Orleans is surrounded by
a mob. If this is so, notify all persona to dis-
perse, and compel a compliance with vonr
order. It is too determination of ‘ the
President to see that toe Legislature is not
molested. When he has fall knowledge of all
the facts in the premises, he will decide which
should be recognized.’’
teNou KuinroN, I he New York banker, ap-
peared before the Senate Committee on Privi-
leges and Elections, tho other day, and purged
himself of contempt by giving the name of
Conrad N. Jordan, the cashier of the Third
National Bank, of Now York, as the customer
who obtained a draft for $8,000 on
Oregon ..... The House Committee on
Pacific Railroads have unanimously agteed
upon a report recommending the passage of
the ao-o&lled •‘Compromise’ Texas Pacific
Railroad bill ____ Tbo House committee on the
and duties of the House of
m counting the electoral
vote have finished the r report on that subject.
Th«ir conclusions are :
That the power to count electoral
votes is not conferred by the constitution upon
the President of the Senate.
/Second— That this power is conferred by the
oonstitntion upon toe Senate and Hou«o of
Representatives.
Third— Tht>t In the execution of the cower
to count the electoral vote, the House of' Rep-
resentatives is at least oo-ordinate and equal
with the Senate, and
Fourth— in counting tho electoral votes
ns vote can be counted against the judgment
and without the assent of the House.
These propositions were agreed to bv a strict
party vote— Representatives Knott, Tucker,
Marsh and Sparks, Democrats, in the affirma-
tive, and Representatives Seelys, Burohard of
IllinoiB, and McDill, Republicans, in the nega-
tive.
A nephew of Senator Morton, named Hart,
committed suicide last week, by shooting him-
self. He was a clerk in the Treasury Depart-
ment — The President has appointed Stewart
L. Woodford United States District Attorney
for the Southern District of New York.... The
investigation of the charges against W. J.
Murtagb, lately bounced from the Presidency
of tbo Washington Police Board, has caused
something of a- eensation. Sometime
ago the Rejniblicad newspaper, of which
he is editor, began a war on the )>olice and de-
tectives, charging them with blackmailing
gamblers. The detectives retorted with
a story that while the naval investigation was
going on last winter Murtagh, in behalf of
Robeson, endeavored to have them inveigle
Mr. Wbitthorue, Chairman of the committee
making the investigation, into a bawdy house
and then arrest him, with a view to have some-
thing to hold over Whitthorne’s head, and
modify, his conduct of the investigation. The
Chief of Police tosifies that Mortagh, as Presi-
dent of the Police Board, instructed him to
have such a plot carried out.
“In the event that Senator Ferry should re-
sign the Presidency,” telegraphs the Washing-
ton correspondent of a Western journal, “it is
said that some of tfie leading Senators are
serionsly considering the plan of electing
some poison not a Senator as Vice President
pro tempore. The authorities have been ex-
amined, and the beet lawyers in the Senate
are said to be in accord that there is nothing
to prevent the Senate frem electing to that
office a person who is not a Senator.” ____
The Legislative, Executive and Judical Appro-
priation bill has boon completed and renoited
to the House. It provides for a reduction of
about 10 per oent. in tbe salaries of nearly all
the civil officers throughout the country, ' and
also for reducing the cierioal force to about tlie
number proposed by tbe House last year.
....D. M. Froet, the alleged ineligible
elector from Missouri, testified last week
before the Committee on Privilegee and Elec-
tions that he was chosen elector and received
toe certificate. Did net attend the Electoral
College, however, and his plaoe was filled.
Prodnoed a pardon removing his political dis-
abilities, issued by President Johnson Oct. 23,
1865, and his examination terminated. . . .The
President has pardoned ex-District Attorney
Fisher, oonviotod a few days agoof abstracting
official papers from the office of the Clerk of
the District Court.
GENERAL.
A Russian fleet of five war vessels put into
Charleston, a G., last week, for coal and pro-
visions. One of the vessels is commanded by
the Grand Duke Alexis. The fleet will shortly
anchor in New York harbor, when the Grand
Daks will visit Washington and other cities ....
The steamers Seminole, from New York to
Boston, and Montgomery, plying between Ha-
vana and New York, collided about thirty miles
off Cape May, N. J., last week. Tbe Mont-
gomery was out down by the collision and sank
in six minutes, carrying down with her the
four passengers and nine of her crew, who
were drowned. The balance of the crew,
numbering 19, were saved.
A correspondent of the New York Times,
who was an eye-witness of the hostile meeting
between Frederick May and James Gordon
nett declared his honor satisfied, and made
apologies, moreover, to Mr. May for his past
(wnduot Of course Mr. May oonld do nothing ̂  . . -----
but accept, and the parties quietly vacated the w|jB evinced great reverence for the
f Bible.
The ehipplng in the upper Ohio river has
been tbe scene of ono of the most disastrous
calamities over inflicted by the elements in
that region. The immense Sold of ioe, aver-
aging fifteen inches in depth, that had cov-
nr?.dv.Ul6Lnver ,or week3 &b°™ and below
Pittsburgh, gave way on the morning of the
14th Hint. Tho ice, piled into immense bergs,
swept down tho river, mnighug ami de-
stroying all within its path. Steamboats, bargo-,
and every species of craft were as play-
things for the raging torrent of ioe and water.
For uundreds of railos they were swept ifrom
their moorings one aftor another, and, twirl-
iug in the vortex, were cracked like egg shells
and sunk out of sight The stream, all Mong
the route, was dottod bore and there with the
wreck* of boats and b»rg*s that had repre-
sented thousands of dollars. It is said toat
the grinding roar cf the ice could be bear I for
miles along the country side, and thousands of
people docked in alarm to the banks of the
river to ascertain the cause of tie uneartbl?
din. The number of loot river crafts it is esti-
mated will reach into the thousands, and the
loss is figured at between $2,000,000 and $3.-000.000. ’
The Western Union Telegraph Company has
reduced its tolls on messages betweefi toe
East and the West to tbe lowest rates of the
competing company.. '..Recent fires: At
Pekin, Id.. Reisinger s diatillerv— loss, $60,-
000 ; at Edenbnrg, Pa.. $100,000'; at Scranton,
Pa., $100,000 ; at St. Catherines, Ontario,
$120,000.
The East and West railway lines have bade
another advance in freight rates, to the great
disgust of shippers.... Tho United States 8n-
preme Court has decided that land grant rail-
roads are not bound to transport troops and
property of the United States free of charge
by reason of that fact ; that they are only to
allow the Government the free nse of their
tracks in return for grants ; and that they are
each entitled to compensation for all each
transportation they have performed, except
Vanderbilt’s Beligion and Charity.
The late Cqlninodore 'Vanderbilt ai-
lye. He spoke of Christ aa '‘our
Savior,” and, although nhvor a member
of any church, he frequently attended
religious services. His favorite hymn
was," There is Rest for the Weary.” He
was easily affected by solemn and pa-
thetic passages in a hymn or sermon,
and oh snch aa occasion never minced
matters, but wiped the tears away with
his hand, like an old Captain on the
hurricane deck with salt in his eyes.
Profanity was a habit with him, acquired
in the days when oaths were an
element in the steamboat business. As
au instance of this, he waa tailing astoiy
about his mother— and he always liked
to talk about her— and said that ho sur-
prised her ono day, when ho was the
proud owner of hia first Isteainboat, by
taking her on board and showiug her a
magnificent least which had been spread
in the' cabin. Tho Cbmm6dorer0 words
were: “Mother said, cCoruei!; where
the d— 1 did you gel^that dinner M The
astonished listener broke in : “ Why,
your mother didn't say any such thing;'’
but the Commodore again placed the
oath in his mother’s mouth, and only
noticed the interpellation after his atten-
tion had been direotly called to it
Atone time the first Mrs. Vanderbilt’s
pastor endeavored to influence her hus-
band’s character to deeds of benevolence.
Mr. Vanderbilt manifested some impa
tienoe, and finally handed his visitor a
free ticket by a steamer to the West In-
dies. And that vnis the end of it A
subscription paper always inflamed his
ire. Ho gave eight acres of land to tho
old Moravian Church on Staten island,
where his parents hud worshiped.______ He
U* cnving of .he m*k ̂ bjoct to . frr oe-
duction for the use of their several roads. . vorfh 350,000, to Dr. ChartesvnuvuiH •De®ms» on whom ke settled the
’ I property for life. The principal acts of
A dispatch from Constantinople says it is | mimiflceuoq whiqh lu^e marked his louc
rumored there that a Ruaaian army in Tmkis- j career were the gift of tho steamship
tan, 40,000 strong, baa been destroyed by an ‘ Vanderbilt to the Government during
uprising of tho inhabitants.
A Constantinople telegram of tbe 12th says :
“ Explanations wore exchanged in Uie confer-
ence which farther demonstrated the existence
of differences between the European powers
and the Porte. The Turks persisted in reject-
ing toe proposals of the powers, especially
ihoee for subjecting the appointment of Gov-
ernors of the provinces to the approval of tho
powers, and for an international oommisuioD.
The Europeans remained united throughout
the discussion.” ____ Samoa wants a commercial
treaty with the United States.
A Brownsville (Tex.) dispatch say* that
Revneltas has surrendered'Matamoras to Cor
tina, representing Diaz.
The failures in Canadadn 1876 were 1,728,
with liabilities amounting to $25,007,991. in
number and amount they were much lees than
in 1875.
A dispatch from Couetintinople of the 15th
inst. says : “At yeate-day’s sitting of the con-
ference the Marqnis of Salisbury, in the name of
his European colleagues, communicated to the
representatives of tue Porte the last proposals
of the Powers, whose demands were reduced
and softened. After making his communica-
tion, Lord Salisbury announced that if the
Porte did not agree to toe proposals now made,
he bad instructions to qmt Constantinople.”
„ , _ , - take place In
Maryland, though the intentim was
to have it in Delaware. Bennett
left New York Sundav evening, accom-
panied by 8. H. Bobbins, Dr Charles
Phelps, Louis Lorillard. Carroll Livingstone,
and a servant, Lorillard and Livingstone
stopped at the Continental at Philadelphia.
The others went on to Wilmington. Here
tickets wore bought for Easton, Pa., bat the
party left the train at Marydell and started
across the country on foot in the direction of
the Delaware State line, as they supposed.
They were ioimd at Marydell by May and
his second, Dr. Frederick May, of Baltimore,
who drove np in a sleigh from the
direction of Wilmington. They walked
south on the railroad track about a mile,
and then turned to toe left and crossed
over a smill hill into a glade which separates
the Chapteuk river from toe road. Here a
spot was selected, tho ground measured, and
the combatants placed in position face to face
at twenty paces. The soconde loaded the pis-
tols, gava them to the principals, and, after
the usual preliminaries, ordered ‘Fire.’ There
was a single report, and, when the smoke
cleared away, both men were standing unhurt.
Two more shots were exchanged with like re-
sult. Then the seconds interfered, an amica-
ble settlement wss effected, and toe parties
left immediately for the North.’,
Hon. William A. Wheeler paid a visit to
Columbus, Ohio, Isst week, and wae in consul-
tation with Gov. Hayes. The two visited the
General Assembly, and Gov. Hayea personally
introdneed Mr. Wheeler to the members....
The Comptroller of the Onrrency has called
upon the National Banks for a statement of
their condition on toe 22d of December last.
The sad news has reached Gloucester, Mass.,
that ten schooners of the fishing fleet from
that port are missing, and have doubtless been
lost It is probable that the crews of eight of
them have perished.
The true story of the Bennett- May duel has
at last been given to the public by Mr. Leon-
ard Jerome, of New York, an eye-witness of
the affair, it agrees with the first reports,
save that one shot only was fired, instead of
three. As soon as the shot waa fired Mr. Ben-
The Alabama Indemnity. •
Tho London Times contains a long
article upon the settlement of the Ala-
bama claims, with which upon the whole
it professes to be satisfied. It will be
remembered that the arbitrators origin-
ally awarded the United States $15,500,-
000, as a settlement of these claims, and
that the commissioners to make the
awards have distributed about $10,000,-
000, leaving a surplus of $5,500,000,
upon which there is no individual nlaim
that is allowable. At first it wonld ap-
pear that there is a discrepancy, and
that Great Britain had paid $5,500,000
more than is necessary to satisfy the
claims. The Time8t however, points
out to its readers the very natural dis-
tinction that, while the arbitrators con-
sidered the responsibility of Great
Britain with reference to all the cruisers
which had committed depredations and
the direct destruction of property occa-
sioned by them, the commissioners have
had to decide how far individuals were
damaged, and to admit claims only so
far as they could be substanliated. After
the lapse of years, it has been difficult
sometimes to trace the various persons
interested in the ownership of vessels.
Where the vessel was fully insured, the
owners received their compensation and
the underwriters also received theirs, as
they insured at war risks— in fact, in-
sured themselves for high premiums
against the very losses which occurred.
Thus, although the commissioners may
not succeed in distributing the whole of
the award, it was just for the arbitrators
to award the amount they did, since in a
certain manner the whole people of the
United States were losers.— CTtfctwo
Tribune.
the war, and the million which be added
to the endowment fund of the Vander-
bilt University at Nashville, Tenn. One
of the conditions upon which this gift
was made was that Bishop MoTyeire, of
the Methodist Episcopal Church South,
should become President off the Board
of Trustees. A plot of seventy-five
acres was bought, the corner-stone was
laid in tee spring of 1874, and on Oct.
4, 1875, the institution waa opened. It
now has over 300 students. Tuition is
free in all departments to those who are
preparing for the ministry. This is the
veteran financier’s greatest monument.
—New York Tribune.
American Beef iu tn^land.
The importation of fresh meat from
America, writes the Liverpool corre-
spondent of the Lendon Daily Aeu’*\
is rapidly becoming an important
branch of trade, and it is expected that
in a short time, when the arrangements
of the various steamship lines between
New York and Liverpool are completed,
tho shipments to the English markets
will be so extensive as to cause a very
sensible and welcome fall in the prices.
Experience shows that the quality of
American beef is in qo way inferior to
that of beef of home growth, and, as re-
gards price, it cau be sold at a profit to
the importers it rates varying from 2d.
to 3d. per pound (retail) below those
charged for ordinary butchers' meat.
With snob advantages on its side as ex-
cellence of quality and cheapness of
price, the American beef is fast making
its way; at present the weekly supply
which reaches Liverpool is about 600
tons. The greater portion of this is at
once dispatched to London, where it is
taken by the West-end clubs and other
leading institutions. The remainder is
sent to Birmingham— where the result
has been a decrease of 2d. per pound in
English beef — Leicester, Nottingham,
Sheffield, and otber towns.
THE MARKETS.
Paucity of Silver Change.
From every part of the country, and
especially the South, a scarcity of silver
change is reported. In some of the
Eastern cities the premium on change is
1 per oent, and even that is insufficient
to attract an adequate supply. A con-
temporary says “ there is some reason
to believe that the people of the South-
ern States are responsible to some ex-
tent for the prevailing scarcity... A
Southern paper states that silver it fast
disappearing from circulation in that
part of the country. Banks in the
Sonthem oities have paid it out liberally,
but still it does not appear in general
use. The Nashville banka have paid out
large quantities, and yet the change in
that vicinity consists almost exclusively
of fractionals. The explanation offered
is that people hoard it as soon as they
get it, so as to have a little stock of cur-
rency of a kind that cannot be repudi-
ated. It may be assumed that much, if
not all, of this boarding is done by ne-
groes. They, more than the whites,
have a fancy for stowing away coin in
old stockings.”
NEW YORK.
Bkeves ............................ 9 00 4U 50
Hoos ......... ................... 6 60 £ 7 00
Cotton... .................  ....... 13 £ 13#
Flour— Superfine Weetern ........ 5 40 £ 5 80
Wheat— No. 2 Chicago ............ 188 £140
CoRN-Wertern Mixed ............. 67 £ 63
Oath— Weitern Mixed ............. 41 £ 48
Rr*— Wertern ..... ........ 1:.... 83 £ 85
Pobk— New Mess ................... £18 25
Lakd— Steam ...................... 11#£ 11#
CHICAGO.
Bkeves— Choice Graded Steera.... 6 00 £ 5 60
Cboloe Native* ........ 4 60 £ 4 90
Oows and Heifora ........ 2 60 £ 3 60
Good Second-class Steers. 3 76 £ 4 15
MediumtoFair .......... 4 25 £ 4 60
Hoos— Live..., ................... 6 26 £7 03
Flour -Fancy White Winter...... 7 00 £ 8 00
Good to Choice Spring £x. 5 00 £ 6 75
Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............. 1 26 £ 1 27#
No. 3 Spring ............. 1 18 £ M4
Corn— No. 2 ..................... 43#£ 44
Oats— No. 2..... .................. 84 £ 86
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 70 £ 72
Barley— No. 2 ..................... 65 £ 66
BuTTBR-Creamery ................ 33 £• 86
Eoos— Freeh ..........
• •••••»•••• 25 £ 26
Pork -Mess ....................... 17 25 £17 60
Lard .............................. io#« 11#
MILWAUKEE.
Whkat— No. 1 ..................... 1 34 £ 1 34#
No. 2 ......... .... ....... 1 29 £ 1 30
Oobn-No. 2 ...................... 40 £ 44
Oats— No. 2 ........ . ............... 84 £ 35
Ryb.....\ ........... . ....... .. „ 74 £ 75
Barley- No. 2... ............. ..... 84 £ 85
ST. LOUIS.
Wheat-No 2 Red Vail ............ 1 4* £ 1 60
Cob* - Western Mixed ..... . ....... 89 £ 41
Oats— No. 2...... .......... ....... 83 £ 33#
Bjl..... .......................... 72 £ 78
Pork-Moss ........................ 17 25 £17 60
................ ............. UK® Hk
Hogs .......................... 5 00 £ 6 60
Cattlb ........................ . 8 25 £ 6 60
CINCINNATI.
wkxat ............................ 1 40 £ 1 60
Oo*" .............. 44 £ 45
Oats ........... 84 £ 39
••••• ................. ..... ... 81 £ 82
PoRK-Mesa ....................... 1775 £18 00IdAIlDea* a , U (4 U
TOLEDO.
WHEAT-Extra..... ................ 1 48 £ 1 47„ Amber .................... 1 44 £ 1 45
Oo»h ........................... 44 £ 00
OAT8-N0. 2 ............. 34 £ 36
DETROIT.  •' ' W ' ̂
FLOUR-Medium ................. 625 £690
Wh*at— White ................. .. 1 29 £ 1 48#
Corn-No 2 ................. 49 £ 50
Oats— Mixed ..................... 40 £ 40#
R»* ............ . ........... J..... 70 @ 75
Pork— Mess .................. ..r.18 00 £18 60
EAST LIBERTY. PA.
Hoos-Yorkers .................. 6 00 £ 6 60
Philadelphia! .............. 7 25 £ 7 60
Cattle— Best;. ..................... 6 76 £*6 16
Medium ................. 4 60 £ 6 00
Bhubp .......................... 8 60 £ 6 26_ _ • _
FORTY-FOURTH CONOR ESS.
ppi • year ago, like that Joat
. . greatly exaggerated.
The worst men were bronght forward as wtt-
neSBee. Ail these stories were founded on
falsehoods.
Mr. Boufwell said if the Senator had read
the testimony of Oftpt. Wm. A. Montgomery
taken by the committee in Mississippi he
would haTe seen that he was mistaken en-
tirely in the oharaoter of the witnesses. If the
Indians upon the frontier had nerpet rated
such Crimea upon the eettlers as were per-
petrated upon the blacks and Republicans in
Mississippi the whole country would have ral-
lied to their relief. It would be one of the
marvels of history if the people of the North,
whohadsaorifioed hundreds of thousands of
livee and expended milUons of treasure for the
perpetuity of the Union and the freedom of
the slaves, quietly looked on in the nineteenth
century while all these acts of violence were
being perpetrated in the South.
Mr. Bogy said it would be one of the marvels
of history that in a free country an effort was
made by a party, and for party purposes, to
blacken and disgrace one-half of the people of
the country. The Democrats in Mississippi
and elsewhere were the peers of the Senator
from Massachusetts. The people of the South
had been compelled to take the law in their
own hands to relieve themselves of the miser-
able governments sent there by the Senator
from MasaaohuaotU and his friends. The ad-
ministration of Got. Ames in Mississippi was
a disgrace to the country. In Miseweippi now
there wae peace and prosperity, and the black
men, many of whom were worthy of reepeot,
were treated with as much or more respect,
lenoe, as the people of Bah Franoteoo had to
some years ago. It wm not lawful, but it was
defense** Alnerio*n right of self*
*** the Senator now admitted
me fact that there wm violence in the Sooth.
if °“?edoat- would soon de-
Btroy the Union. The Democrats, by their
platform, had promised that the ooloredpeoule
ehookl have the right to enjoy 3* elective
franchise. Mr. Sherman again referred to the
eoei.es of violence in the ^ andl^dthe?
would not be attempted In the North The
f^e^wYorkriW, Mheofobbedof mlU-
!°°lli?iirr d ^ «* K*ort
Soathem
J Federal bavo-Government and sustained by Federal bayo-
nets. When a minority gm erned the majoritr"
The Presidency Diapate-Debate in the
Senate on the Loolalana Election.
Consideration wm resumed of resolutions
submitted by Mr. Wallace in regard to the
count of the electoral vote, and Mr. Sherman
spoke at length in regard to Louisiana, claim
ing that the evidence before the Returning
Boaid in that State josUBed the board in
throwing out the returns from certain polling-
places, on account of the violence and intimi-
dation which’ prevailed. Mr. Sherman said
the electors of Louisiana had met and record-
ed their vote for Gov. Hayes for President and
Mr. Wheeler for Vice President Their vote
was duly authenticated and delivered to the
President of the Senate, and was entitled to
credit He argued that Hayes and Wheeler
were legally entitled to the vote of Louisiana
for President and Vice President. If Gov.
Hayes had been returned as elected wrong-
fully be could gain no honor from such a
high office as that of President It
was known that Gov. Hayes had not
struggled for office, neither had he purontsed
it yet if it had been conferred upon him in
pursuance of the constitution he wonld exer-
cise his power. He was not to be tricked out
of office. He (Mr. Sherman) would accept any
plan for a fair and honest count of the votes,
and felt sure Gov. Hayes rightfully received
the vote of that State. The law was perfectly
dear that if these returning officers felt there
had been intimidation sufficient to deter men
from voting as they desired to, they were in
duty bound to throw ont the vote of the pre-
cincts where soph intimidation wm practiced.
Crimes had been committed all over the State,
but no one punished. The very moment this
system of intimidation extended to other parts
of the country, and poisoned elections in the
Northern and Western States our Government
would be at an end, because law-abiding men
and property-holders would rather submit to a
despotic government than have our elections
controlled by the wont men in society. It was
because snob men controlled the election in
Louisiana that be argued that the inauguration
of Mr. Tilden wonld be the greatest misfortune
which could befall the country.
Mr. Bogy said he had just heard the most
painful and humiliating effort ever made upon
the floor of the Senate of the United States.
He was amazed at the speech of the Senator
from Ohio (Sherman), a speech that was in-
comprehensible. If the facts related by the
Senator from Ohio were true; if the social
condition of Louisiana was as represented by
him, then the country had retrograded back to
the darkest ages of barbarism. If the people of
Louisiana were murderers and assassins, it was
not only a disgrace to the people of that State,
but a disgrace to the whole nation. The testi-
mony quoted by the Senator from Oliio con-
sisted of affidavits taken in New Orleans long
after election. They were affidavits made by
villains and perjurors. He (Bogy) would not
reply to the speech of Mr. Sherman to-day,
because the testimony taken by the Demo-
cratic committee bad just been printed, and
he had not had time to examine it; but at some
future time he would Mk permission of the
Senate to express his views. Most of the
Crimea in Louisiana oould be explained. Many of
them were brought about by the fhet that a large
number of colored people, recently emancipated
from bondage, were not in condition to enjoy
the privileges given them by the constitution.
Packard. Kellogg, and such men, who had no
interest in the State, were responsible for the
bad condition of tilings in Louisiana to-day.
Ttio white people of that State were as peacea-
ble and law-abiding as the people of any other
State. If it be true that the Demooratio party
elected Tilden by the means detailed bvthe
Senator from Ohio, of course be should not be
inaugurated, but he was fairly and honestly
elected. The effort made here wm to wrench
from the people of Louisiana the free vote
which they gave for Tilden.
- Mr. Boutwell inquired whether the Senator
from Missouri (Bogy) denied the fact that
crime existed as set forth by the Senator from
Ohio, or whether he admitted the fact and
claimed that the crimes were committed for
other than political reasons.
Mr. Bogy replied that he would be able to
give a more intelligent answer after he exam-
ined all the testimony. The crimes in many
cases were committed by colored men them-
selves.
Mr. Boutwell said it wm some relief to think
that these crimes proceeded from political
cauara, because he should dislike to believe
they existed as the normal condition of society.
If that was the oase there was little to be hoped
for. Instead of being alarmed at the statement
of the Senator from Ohio (Sherman) as to the
orimee oommitted in Louisiana, he felt to some
extait relieved, because a year ago there was a
more alarming condition of affairs in Missis-
sippi, and the fact that it wm not to bad In
Louisiana showed that there might be some
improvement.
Mr. Bogy said he believed that the teetimon
taken in Miasissi iri a . Ins
and did so at the point of the bayonet, the peo-
ple had the right to rebel.
Regular Proceeding*.
Tuesday, Jan. 9.— Senate— Mr. Wallace’s res-
olution in regard to the counting of the electoral
vote by Congreaa waa called up. and Mr. Sherman
made a long apeeoh upon LoulaUna affairs, claim-
ing that the evidence before the lieturning Board
Juatifled the throwing out of votes and giving
the State to Hayes. The question wae further
dUcusadd by Messrs. Bogy and Boutwell....
By unanimous vote, and without debate, the Hooee
bill to abolish the Board of Commissi oners of the
Metropolitan Police of the District of Colombia,
and to transfer its duties to Commissioners of the
District of Columbia, was pasted... A resolution
ordmdng the arrest of Enas Ronyon, of the firm of
Martin A Runyon, bankers and brokers, of New
York, and the recusant witness in the Oregon
electoral Investigation, passed without division.
House.— Prof, geelye introduced a bill for the
abolishment of all Import duties on books ......
Speaker Randall reported William Orton, Presi-
dent of the Western Union Telegraph Company, to
the House %s amenable to proceedings for con-
tempt, for not delivering to the Louisiana Invent!-
gating Oommittoe cer'ain telegrams relating to the
Louisiana election. A resolution requiring the ar-
rest of Mr. Orton was adopted....
Extracts from the proceedlnge of the
Ijew Orleans Investigating Commitiee In
the case of members of the Louisiana Returning
Board were submitted, and the matter referred to
the Judiciary Committee .. A bill was introduced
by Mr. Watters on to regulate the commerce among
States. ...Mr, White (Ky.) asked leave to offer a
resolution reciting that fears are entertained that
tiiei e shall not be a peaceable settlement of the Presi-
dential question, and declaring that any attempt
to prejudice and excite the public mind In advance
of the decision by the authority provided by tue
constitution is unwise, unpatriotic, and full of
danger, and that It is the duty of all good citizens
to peacefully and faithfully abide by the results
reached In accordance with the constitution. Ob-
jected to.
— him by one Ohapmin, a disappointed ap-
Mfo^theofflce of Surveyor General of Wash-
flou*.— William Orton, President of the West-
ern Union Telegraph Company, wm before the
bar of the House, attended by counsel '(Lowrey).
,t? answer the charge of being In contempt <rf
the House in not appearing before the Lonlal-
ana Investigating Committee and producing oer-
tain telegrams. Mr. Orton's answer pleaded ill-
ness as an exonae for his non-attendance. The
answer and the whole matter waa r*.
fenrcd to the Judiciary Committee, and Mr.
0rto? 7^* win*nd®d to toe custody of the 8er-
r Arm" • • • • Mr. Cochrane moved to suspend
the roles and adopt the resolution instructing the
Judiciary Committee to Inquire as to the propriety
3-
Chamberlain ; Public Health, Osborne ; Banks and
InoorporatiooB, KadeU; Military, Taylor; Public
Unda, Waterbury* Railroads, Baxter. ’
acts of Congress, in oonaequenoe of the oouttonacy
of the company. The motion was defeated— yeaa,
121; nays, t»-not the neceasary,two-thlrds....Mr.
Hatch moved to suspend the rules and pass a bill
tor the relief of tobacco- growers. It provides that
tobacco-growers hall have the right to sell leaf
tobacoo free from any tax, fine or other restriction.
Defeated— yeM, 1W; nays, W-two-thirds not
voting in the affirmative.... Mr. Caulfield
moved to suspend the rules and pass
a biU providing that it ahall be unlawful for more
than one regiment of infantry, one company of
cavalry, and one battery of artillery to be stationed
at the capital of the United States, and that no poi^
alf atlon of that force shall be allowed within h_. _
mile of the Capitol during the aesalona of CouRress
Defeatcd-yeas, W; naya, »7-not two-thirda in the
affirmative.
the state capital.
Wednesday, Jan. 10. -.Smote. -Several
billa of no public importance were introduced. . . .
Mr. Edmunds presented the annual report of the
Librarian of Congress. Ordered printed. The re-
port shows that the number of bound books in
the library is 311,097. and of pamphlets 500.000. . . .
Mr. Wright Introduced a bill extending for two
years the act establishing a Board of Southern
Claims Commissioners. Referred.
House,- The bill authorizing a bridge across the
Ohio between Cincinnati and Covington without
pivot draw was rejected— yeas, 74; rays, 133....
Mr. Whitthorne, Chairman of the Committee on
Naval Affairs, reported a bill authorizing the for-
mation of a mixed commission to inquire and re-
port as to the future naval policy of the United
States. Made the special order for the 23d of this
month.... The Diplomatic Appropriation bill was
under consideration in the House.
Thursday, Jau. 11.— .Senate— The Chair
laid before the Senate the credentials of E. H.
Rollins, Senator-eleot from New Hampshire. . . .Mr.
Morton, from the Committee on Privileges and
Elections, submitted a resolution discharging Enos
Runyon, of the tirm of Martin k Runyon, bankers
and brokers, New York, from the custody of the
Bergeant-at-Arms, he haring testified be-
fore the committee Agreed to...
Mr. Hamlin reported back the House biil to
establish certain post routes, and said the commit-
tee had considered the disagreement of the two
houses in regard to the fast mail service, and di-
rected him to report in favor of the Senate Insisting
upon it* amendment, and moved that a committee
of conference be appointed. Agreed to, and Messrs.
Hamlin, Paddock and Maxey were appointed on the
committee . . . The Senate then went into executive
session, and. when the doors reopened, adjourned.
House.— Holman’s amendment to the Consular
and Diplomatic Appropriation bill decreasing the
salaries of Ministers and Consuls was defeated—
59 to 100. All the amendments to the bill were
veted down, and the bill was passed.... The Mill-
Ury Appropriation bill was taken up ana
passed without amendment. It apnropri-
ates $265,161, a reduction of $129,919
from the estimates, aud a reduction of $24 904 be-
low the bill of last session Consent was given
for the printing of the testimony taken by the com-
mittee on the election in Florida. .. . The joint reso-
lution for the appointment of an International
Silver Commission was considered.
Friday, Jan. 12.— Senate.— Mr. Frelinghuy-
sen presented s petition of persons representing
the financial, commercial, manufacturing and
business interest* of Newark, N. J., asking that
in counting the electoral vote all party considera-
tions be laid aside, and that pure, unselfish patriot-
ism guide the action of Congress. The petition
was rsad, and, after a brief speech by
Mr. Frelinghuysen, referred to the special
committee of seven Senators appointed
to consider the Presidential difficulties ......
Mr. Booth called up a resolution submitted bv him
on the 8th Inst, in regard to the counting of the
electoral vote, and spoke at length in favor thereof.
.Mr. Gordon Introduced a bill to create a sinking
fund for the liquidation of Government bonds ad-
vanced to the Pacific railroad companies. Refer-
ed . . . Mr. Chaffee introduced a bill to abolRh the
use of stove# for heating passenger railroad cars.
Referred.
H*um.— Mr. Knott, Chairman of the Judiciary
Commitiee, reported in the case of Barnes, the re-
calcitrant manager of the New Orleans Western
Union Telegraph office, that the House has the
right to compel the production of telegrams by
officers of telegraph companies. Mr. Barnes wm
brought before the House, and declared that he is
not now in charge of the New Orleans offoe, but
should he again be placed in charge of that office,
and should telegrams demanded be there
he . would willingly produce them. Mr!
Knott then offered a resolution
remanding him to the custody of the Sergesnt-st-
Ams until he shill hive produced telegrams or
been discharged by order of the House. Adopted
-yeas, 181 ; nays. 72 ..Mr. Knott from the Com-
mittee to ascertain the privileges of the Bonse In
counting of the electoral vote, made a report from
that committee recommending the adoption of the
following resolutions : “ Revolved, That the con-
stitution of the United States does not confer on the
President of the Senate power to examine and as-
certain the votes to be counted as electoral votes for
President and VioePrsaident oi the United Htatee.
Second. That the Wlj power which the constitu-
tion confers on the President of the Senate in re-
gard to the electoral votes for President and Vice
President Is to receive the sealed lists transmitted
to him by the several electoral clerks, to keep the
same safe, and to open all certificates, or those pur-
porting to be such, in the preeence of the Senate
and House of Representativea. Third. That the
constitution does confer on the Senate and House
of Representatives the power to examine and as-
certain the votes to be counted as electoral votes.
Fourth. Thai in toe Execution of that power in re-
spect to the counting of the electoral votes the
House has at leaat equal power with the Senate.
Fifth. That, in the counting of the electoral votes,
no vote can be counted against the judgment and
determination of tbs House of Representatives.
Sixth. That the committee have leave to sit again,
and report hereafier further matter for the con-
eideratlon of the House.” The report, to-
gether with the minority report- submitted
by Mr. Burcbard, of, Illinois, was ordered printed.
Mr. Knott gave notice that he wonld call up the
reaoluUons for action on Wednesday. Mr. Knott
also asked that two additional members be
pointed on the committee to ascertain the rights
SSSJSiS
Monday, Jan. 15. — Senate.— K resolution wm
paaeed to print M,000 extra copies of the testimony
taken by the Committee on Privileges and Elec-
tions in regard to Hie Ohto. election in I4u<-<>n.
international money congress to fix the rela-
tive value of gold and silver. Referred
Mr. Jones, froin toe special committee appointed
at toe last session to inquire Into changtowhteh
have taken place to toe relative valueof gold and
stiver, the cause thereof, etc., said the questions
were broad In their scope, and should Any legisla-
tion be had upon the report of the oommitteTit
should not be until after the committee had fniiv
investigated the subject. He submitted s concur-
rent resolution extend ng the time
for toe committee to submit its
from Jan. 15 to Feb. 16. Agreed to***3**
at Minnesota, in voting unani-
1mously against the adoption of a resolution, of
ferod byMr. Vindom, calling for the investiga-
tion. by a committee composed of three Demo-
crats, of certain charges of Inribery preferred
Letter from Our Regular Correspondent
Laniino, Jan. 13, 1876,
The oft-repeatod Baying, that “ large bodion
move slowly, " has not thus far been verified by
the experience of the Michigan Legislature.
The organization has been perfected and tha
work of the session entered upon with a vigor
and earnestness which promises the dispatch
of a large amount of business in the shorteet
possible time.
The announcement of committees seems to
have been very satisfactory to most, if not all,
members, while, In the House, Speaker Rich
is winning many oompliments for his thought-
ful and judicious selections.
There are very many young men in the House,
and their claims to consideration have not been
disregarded. The five youngest members are
plaoed at the heads of important committees,
aud we are confident none of them will disap!
point the expectations of their friends.
The Committee on State University have
been empowered and instructed to mako
thorough investigation into the financial affaire
of that institution, with a view to ascertain
who is to blame for the recent defalcation in
tho accounts of the laboratory. The committee
to whom this work is intrusted are well fitted
for the arduous task, aud we have no hesi-
tancy in saying that they will go to the bottom
of the affair. Railroads are offering the “pipe
of peace ” to the legislators, in the shape of
little cards, which are good for a large amount
of free riding, unlegs revoked. Of course
members in voting will have the fear of God
aud their constituents in mind rather than the
fear of revocation on the little cards in ques-
tion.
The Democratic Senatorial caucus plaoed in
nomination, to receive the votes of Democratic
members when the vote for United States Sena-
tor is taken, Hon. Ohaa. S. May, formerly of
Kalamazoo, but now of Detroit Mr. May has
once been Lieutenaut Governor of the Htato,
and has been prominently identified with Michi-
gan politics for many yean past
Thursday last within half an hour’s time,
there were presented by members of the House
about forty petitions, ̂mmerously signed, pray-
ing for adduction of the fire test in keroeeuo
or petroleum oils. The general desire
of the petitioners seems to be to
reduce the standard to 120 degrees flash
test. The standard is now 150 degrees. Buis
have already been introduced to make the de-
sired change. Thuredav. a bill wm introduced
to restore the system o'f county Superintend-
ents of schools. The county superintendency
system waa abolished as a measure of economy,
yet the present law providing for township
suoerintendenta is quite as expensive and in
many oountiea more so. If the countv super-
intendenoy law is restored it should’ be with
some important modifications.
To relieve the tedium of legislative labor
Lansing affords a very monger supply of en-
tertainments, about the only thing thus far
presented being a second-class operatic con-
cert and a walking match. To partially make
up for this lack of amusement the House,
yesterday, indulged in a first-class fillibuster
over the queetion whether or not tobacco
smoke should be allowed to vitiate the pure (?)
air of the old Representative Hall. Tne anti-
tobaooenists at length cornered their less
numerous opponents and brought them
to a square vote. As a result, the
lovers • of good Havana will have
to seek some quiet nook which the Bergeant-
at-Arms does not invade, and waste the per-
fumes which have been enjoyed (?) second-
handed by ieM luxurious honortblee.
The old State House at Lansing will, of
course, by the time another Legislature con-
venes, be superseded by the elegant new
structure now building. There are some things
in the old house which are worthy of preserva-
tion as relics. For instance, toe oanepy over
the Speaker’s chair is an ancient production, dt
wm first used in the old Btate House at Rich-
mond, Va., and we have no doubt but that
beneath its shadow has often sat the author of
those immortals words : “ Give me liberty or
give me death,” etc. From the “Old Do-
minion” this piece of massive aud not (in its
day) inelegant furniture was brought to Oolum-
bus, Ohio ; from thence it found its way to
Detroit, while the “ City of tue Batata" was, toe
•eat of government for the commonwealth of
Michigan. Finally, when toe premut build-
ing was erected at Lansing, like the ark of
the covenant, the old canopy found a
home, where its scarlet and purple
drapery Iim been honored with judicious
ears, and the golden eagle stretches
his mended wings as (jfoudly as he wm wont
to do in freedom’s infancy. Beside tins old
canopy there are several life-eizs portraits of
early Governors of Michigan. Thwe will
probably be set in new frames, and honored
with places in the new Capitol.
Borne dissatisfaction has been expressed
with tlta action of the BsikUng Commissiooere
in nsing tin instead of copper for ‘the outer
covering for the roof of^the new Capitol. The
Commissioners explain that toe Legislature,
at ita session two yean ago, lim-
ited them to so lo* a price for
Housa.— An uneventful cession waa held devoted
mainly to private and local matters. N. A. Hamil-
ton, of 8t. Joseph, wm nominated for Hpeaker pro
tern.
Thumday, Jan. H.-8knate.— In the Sen-
ate bills were introduced to revise the law for the
incorporation of mining oompanloa: for the ap-
pointment of a oommlaaloner of mineral atatis-
tax e* ^ toprovid® *°r abatracta of land Mold for
Houar.-N. A. Hamilton, of 8t. Joeeph, was
elected Speaker pro tem. over John D. Norton, of
Pontiac, by a party vote of 69 to 2«,...
Bills were introduced to define the power* of Nota-
ries Public, and to eetabllah a hon*e of correction
in the Saginaw vaUey; alao, a large number of
petitiona to rednoe the fire teat of k-roeone • alao
a concurrent resolution inetructing the committee*
on the State Univeralty to invoatlgate and report
upon the defalcation in the univeiulty laboratory.
Friday, Jan. 12.— Senate.— Tho day was
pent in giving notice of billa to be Introduced and
in routine buninea* of Utile nubile importance.
Tbe bill appropriating $20,000 to the State llouae
Correction at Ionia paaeed ..... A con-
current recolution to investigate the labora-
tory defalcation at Ann Arbor wan laid on“e ..... The reappointment* of William
Humphrey to be Warden of the State Prison ; 8. H.
Howe, Inanranoe Commiaaioner, and Mr*. Harriet
A. Tenney, State Librarian, were approved; alao
the appointment of about 1,000 notaries public.
Hoca*.— Little of public intereat waa transacted.
The biU appropriating $20,000 to the State Houee
of Correction at Ionia paasod. Also a concurrent
reeolution to investigate the laboratory defalca-
tion at Ann Arbor.... Adjourned until Monday
evening.
Saturday, Jan. 13.— Senate.— The Senato
was in session but a few minutes, and little or no
business was transacted.
Houbx.— Ihe House was not in session.
Monday, Jan. 15.— Senate.— The Bonaie did
not meet.
Houbk.— The House was in eessiou but
minutes, aud transacted no business.
All Sorts.
About half of Boston's $500,000,000
of property is said to be mortgaged.
Thbri are 1,622 newspapers and pe-
riodical publications in the Gennsn
empire.
Th» newest Article made of iron is a
" cast-iron grandmother,'' not a term of
reproach, but a machine for dArning
hose.
Brother Moodt severely condemns
" the ides of allowing the prettieet girl
to be kissed for 25 cents, and of having
mir dnnohfAM uni 1 /tirrat-aour daughters sell cigars to young men.
A new American opera has been pro-
duced at Brnskefo, oiid we are told it was
enthusiastically received. The author
is Mrs. Oorinne Young, and the opera
is based on the story of Evangeline.
The Chinese are the most silent of all
the races of mankind, and account for
their taciturnity on the ground that they
never mind anybody’s business but their
a few
Minnesota Tree-Planting.
The State ForestryAssociation awarded
Borne 300 premiums for tree-planting last
year. The awards include $800 in silver
and copper medals, struck by dies and
machinery manufactured here, subscrip-
tions to newspapers, and for one family
in each prairie county along ita line a
free pass for this year from the 8t. Paul
and Pacific Railroad Company. Fari-
bault is the banner county, 1,804,776
trees being planted in that county dur-
ing the year. The Delano premium of
$50 was awarded to George F. Pixley,
of Martin county, who planted 79,200
trees, of which 52,755 are reported in
healthy growth. The Hon. George L.
Becker planted 60,000 on his farm m
Stevens county. Returns yeceivod, be-
ing from fifty counties, show over
1,500,000 trees planted in tho State on
Arbor day, May 1, and over 10,000,000
during the season. One man alone set
out 15,411 cuttings on Arbor day, of
which over 13,000 survive. One lad of
14 years planted Arbor day 7,500 cut-
tings, and another of 11 years 5,280, of
which last 2,937 arc now growing
leolthily. Most of tho trees planted are
cottonwood and white willow, but large
ilantafcions have been started of maples,
larch, white oak, walnut, etc.— Paul
Pioneer.
own.
Florida has a young lady named
Neuralgia Dimple. Her mother found
it on a medicine bottle, and was cap-
tivated with it, which reminds one of
what a gaudy name Vermifuge Johusou
would be far a boy.
A Cincinnati phvsician sued another
man simply for calling him, on a postal
card, “A liar, a quack, a thief, a mur-
derer, a rascal, a ruffian, a villain, a
forger, a perjurer, au ignoramus, a pre-
tender, and a general boat.”
Butter made from suet is used in the
Massachusetts State Workhouse, and in
similar institutions throughout New En-
gland. It is said, too, that the article
is largely bought by keepers of fashion-
able hotels for cooking purposes.
The first stone of a grand national
museum for Amsterdam, in which the
Rumored Massacre of a Russian Army.
The Russian forces occupying the re-
gions recently conquered in Central
Asia are so remote from bases of sup-
)lies and reinforcements that they must
be in constant danger from natives.
Their position is not unlike that of the
soldiers stationed in Sitting Bull’s ooun-
ry, exposed to surprise and massacre
whenever the aborigines may gather a
superior force. The fact lends plausi-
)ility to the report which comes from
Constantinople to the effect that a large
tussian army in Turkestan had suffered
he fate of Custer, being overpowero
and exterminated in an uprising of the
natives. The latter, like our tiioux, are
>orn warriors, and hate the invaders of
heir country with immeasurable intens-
ity. But if the story is confirmed, the
victorious natives will not long enjoy
heir victory in peace. Russia never re-
inquishee conquered territory, an
means will be speedily found to regai
the lost ground and inflict terrible pun-
ishment upon the rebels.
collodions, hitherto dispersed, of the
Tnppenhuis, the Vau dor Hoof
seum, and tho Stodhaus are to be united,
was laid in that city a few weeks ago,
Ex-Surgeon Gbnbbal Francis, of tha
British army in India, writes warmly in
favor of cold tea os superior to any al-
coholic or malt beverage when sustained
physical vigor is requisite, overlooking
entirely the about equally strong claims
of medicated dish-water.
Russian war vessels in tho Caspian
are hereafter to use petroleum instead
of ooal. Experiments with the new fuel
have proved so satisfactory that within
a few weeks the furnaces of seven vee
sels will have been altered to suit the
material.
Not far from Salzburg, Austria, is a
great mountain which consists of noth-
ing but beautiful marble. The stone-
masons cut out blocks and columns of
it, take them to the great city, and
build palaces of them, while the chips
are used to mako playing marbles for
tho young folks.
Stop smoking. It is stated as a fact
that a cigar contains acetic, formic,
butyric, valeric, propriouic, prussic and
carbolic acids, creosote, ammonia, sul-
phuretted hydrogen, pyridine, viridine,
picoline, nicotine, rubidine, cabbagine,
and several other things which are not
healthy.
How to Woo the Drowsy God.
Thousands of persons suffer from
wakefulness who in other respects enjoy _____ ______ „ wm*, !«*»-
?ood health. Dr. Cooke lays down the pitals at Hampstead, HomertonT and
heory that in numeroos cases of sleep- Htockwell, devoted to this disease aro
material that they were unable to procure cop-
per, and they further state that the tin roof
u backed by a substantial covering of corru-
gated iron, overlaid with stone cement, making
it both water aua fire proof. Of oouree if the
tm ahafi be found unsatisfactory it can be re-
moved at 'a comparatively small expense,
and something more durable substi-
tuted. The work of the Oofiding Oom-
miasionere thus far seems to hare been man-
aged with prodenoe and strict economy.





Tuesday, Jan. 9.— Ben ate. —Tne Senate met
•ftar three days’ adjournment. No important
bnsinaM wm transacted, end toe Sensta adjourned.
Housa.— Met pennant to adjournment, but u
noboaineae wm on toe docket, tbe Houae ad-
journed. ' v ' j f j-. * / . , .
Wednesday, Jan. 10 — SENATE.-The Senate
held a abort aevaion. Several petitiona, reaoln-
tions, etc., were introduced, but of a locsl tendon-
essnees it is only necessary to breathe
very slowly and quietly for a few min-
utes to secure refreshing sleep. Tak-
ing note of Dr. Cooke's idea, the Medi-
cal Examiner nays ‘‘Certainly, when
the mind is uncontrollably active, and
so preventing sleep, we have ascer-
tained from patients whose observation
was worth trusting that the breathing
was quick and shorty and thev have
found they became more disposed to
sleep by breathing slowly. This sup-
ports Dr. Cooke’s practice, but at other
times his plan quite failed. It is cer-
tainly worth anyone’s while who is oc-
casionally sleepless to give it a trial In
doing so they should breathe very quiet-
ly, rather deeply and at long intervals,
but not long enough to cause the least
feeling of uneasiness.”
Protecting French Physicians.
A proposition of some importance to
American medical men and surgeons of
all aorts is now before the French Sen-
ate. Its object Is to prohibit aD foreign
physicians, surgeons, dentists and apoth-
ecaries from practising in France unlees
they go through the curriculum pre-
scribed by the examining boards in the
French schools, tbe said course taking,
we believe, about six years to complete.
This is a new form of “protection,” and
it particularly concerns American den-
tists, who have long fceen regarded as
the best in the world, and not a few of
whom have earned in France and on the
continent both fame and fortune.
The fur trade of Petersburg, Va., has
lately grows into great proportions, and
forms one of tha most important
branches of business. Beavers, foxes,
muskrats, minks, coons, and rabbits
furnish the largest quantity of pelts,
and it is Burprising to know how many
of these animals are killed in the vi-
cinity.
Who says that the fires of patriotism
are smoldering f A patriot in Rut-
land, Vt, did his whole duty on elec-
tion day. He not only voted, but he
traded horses nine times during the day,
and at nightfall had the same horse with
which he started at dawn. He also had
$45 in cash, a watch worth $25, a
double-barreled ahot-gun, and four
bushels of potatoes.
A farmer measured tbe water con-
sumed daily by a lot of cattle one hot
summer. As it had to be pumped for
them^ the quantity used was easily as-
certained. The result of his observa-
tions was that thirty-aix head of cattle
consumed daily about 900 gallons of
water. According to this estimate the
supply of water amounted to about
twenty-five gallons per head.
London is, at present, minimally
afflicted with small -pox. The three hoe
full, and contain in the aggregate 6,000
patients. In the fever hospital at
Honeston, accommodating! 300, has
been devoted to the sick with small-pox,
and others in Folham and Deptfordare
now being bnilt for the purpose.
The city of Munich has hitherto had
a bad reputation as regards baa1thinonn
and its death rate has been exceptionally
high. The Town Council have now re-
solved that if that state of things con-
tinue it shall, at all -events, not be their
fault, and improvements of every kind
are being planned with this view. A
new central slaoghter-heuse is the first
of these which has been accomplished.
Dr. Habot Spry, of the East India
Company, sjpeaking of the graceful car-




is completely spherical When fired
Uie scaaroch leaves the gun like an or-
dinary ahefi, but when it bursts the
yond tho artillery.
usually massed
• • • '
_ _________ _____ ______ ______ .... ___ 
1
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, January 20. 1W7.
THE POLITICAL SIT^TION.
The presidents dh|iirfe pakes no par-
ticular progress. But there is a still in-
creasing feeling, amounting now to con-
viction, that the president of the Senate
will not assume and will not be allowed to
assume the counting of the electoral votes.
The majority of both the Douse and
Senate committees on the subject will agree
^ ' as to this. There Is also an increasing
party for reference of the dispute to the
Hupreme court, and Senator Booth of Cal-
ifornia has espoused this idea and repre-
sented it in a bill and speech. Petitions
on the basis of the Philadelphia and New
York memorials are coming into Congress
from the leading cities both West and East,
and are received and treated with great
respect by the prominent men of both
parties. The Boston republicans are slow,
however, to see their 4uty in this direction,
and partly through cowardice and partly
through despair and partly through will-
ingness to have Hayes made president by
wrongful means, provided they have no
direct share in the performance, they refuse
to sign even the simple and unparlisan ap-
peal of the Philadelphia memorial. The
congressional committees have got back
from Florida, but not yet made their re-
port; there were rumors that some of the
republicans upon it would agree with the
democrats that Tilden had fairly carried
the state, but this is now positively denied .
The committees in Louisiana are still at
work taking testimony, and each view of
the case finds abundant numerical wit-
nesses, but the later testimony seems on
the whole to strengthen most the demo-
cratic view. Thtre is no longer dispute
that, if Hayes Is president, he will make
up with the southern democratic leaders
and turn his back on the carpet-bag crowd ;
but it was reported, last week, with a good
deal of emphasis, that he has surrendered
his disposition, if not his purpose, to put
his administration into the hands of such
men as Bristow, Schurz and Curtis, that
instead he will stand by Morton, Chand.
ler and Cameron, and dispose of the for-
mer by giving them foreign missions, and
these assurances are accompanied with
the tokens of a new purpose at Washing-
ton to count him in any way.
Just as we go to press the latest dis-
patches indicate that the conference com-
mittees have come to an understanding
and will report to their respective houses an
equitable plan upon which to proceed to
count the electoral vote.
BLAOK LAKE HABB9B.
Wo have before us a copy of the Annual
Report upon the improvement of the har-
bors on the eastern shore of Lake Michigan,
made by Lt. Col. S. M. Mansfield, U. S. A.,
covering the fiscal year ending Juno 30,
1870, for which copy Capt. 8. C. Mower,
U. S. Asst. Eng., will please accept our
thanks.
The following extracts relative to Black
Lake harbor, we deem of sufficient im-
portance to lay them before our readers:
During the year (ending June 30, 1870,)
the north pier has been extended 100 feet
and the south pier 50 feet. The depth of
water is about the same as last year.
It is proposed to use the funds available
in extending the south pier, renewing old
work which has become entirely use-
less, and in overhauling and refilling of
revetment, as well as dredging the chan-
nel.
MONKY STATEMENT.
Amount ar«llsb1e July t. ISTU ........... $21,4*1.08
Amount expended during dacal ye ir end-
ing June W, 1876 ..................... 17,212.38
Amount available July 1, 1876 ........... 4,281.85
Amount appropriated by act approved
Auguat 14, 1876. ...................... 15,000.00
Total.. ............................. $19,281.65
Under contract with Thomas L. Rosser
& Co., which provided for the building
•md sinking of three cribs, two in exten-
gion of the north pier and one in exton-
oion of the south pier, work was com-
menced in September, 1875, and the first
crib was placed early in October. The
second crib was placed on the 16th of
October, and in threatening weather. The
contractor had an insufficient quantity of
atone in the crib when it was left, and in
the course of a heavy blow, which follow-
ed immediately, the crib moved from its
bed and went aground in the channel. It
was secured, and resunk. The third crib
was sunk and accredited November 0.
The alignment was not good, except in
the case of the first crib. During the win-
ter and spring blows, the alignment be-
came changed for the better, but the outer
end of the south pier head crib settled to
- 4 feet below the water.
Considerable quantities of stone have
been washed away from the outer cribs of
both piers.
v The contractors continued their work
• early In April and completed the same
June 3.v The depth of water remains
nbout the same as last year.
. Under the appropriation for the fiscal
yearendiug June 30, 1877, together with
the funds on hand from last year’s appro-
priation, (119,281. 65,) it is proposed to
build and sink one crib 50 feet by 24 feet
by 22*4 feet; to renew 200 feet of revet-
ment of south side, the old work being en»
tircly usclcf-s as a revetment; overhaul
and refill 652 linear feet of the north revet
ment and 136 linear feet of south revet
ment, and dredge the channel, all at au
estimated cost of f 16,033 80.
The action of the seas inside between
the piers having rendered this repair-work
eminently necessary, the amount estimated
for this harbor should be Increased.
For the year ending June 30, 1878, the
sum of $20,000 eau he expended to ad-
vantage. ,
The low and uncertain state of the
water at this harbor makes it difficult to
charter even cn ordinary-sized vessel for
freighting stone for harbor improvements,
and vessels of fair tonnage which would
otherwise seek trade at this port are de-
barred from doing so by reason of the dan-
ger arising from shoal water.
APPKOPRIATIONS.
Since the U. S. Government began the
improvement of this harbor in 1800-7, we
find that appropriations have been made
as follows:
1866 .................. $55,915.00
1867 .................................... 51 ,1X10.00
1870 ...................................... ID.OOO.OO
1871 ................................ ..  10.00".«0





NEW WORK CONSTRUCTED FROM AUGUST,
1807, to JUNE 30, 1870.
Crib-work. PUc-work.
Fett, Feet.
North pitle of channel and ex-
tension ......... ............ 599 1,095
South aide of channel and exten-
sion ......................... f.98 920
Total ....... ............... 1,296 2,015
Dredging in connection with this work,
135,915 cubic yards.
repairs, &c.
1809-70. —South-pier repairs and en-
rockmeut: Materials and labor, $7,900;
brush-filling for pile revetment, $2,000;
total, $9,900.
1872-73. — Stopping spaces between
cribs, replacing and overhauling filling:
Labor and materials, $378.85; dredging in
channel, 16,800 cubic yards, $5,059.80; to-
tal, $5,438.05.
1874.— Refilling cribs and overhauling
and refilling revetjnents: Labor and ma-
terials, $720.25; total repairs and dredging,
$16,004.90; add superintendence and con-
tingencies, $11,340.05; total, $27,404.90.
The number of vessels cleared from
July 1, 1875, to June 30, 1870 is 308;
tonnage 36,203; men 1,922.”
[We shall continue this article in our
next issue.— Ed ]
Tiik aged Senator ChrltUnncy did not
bring his young wife to Washington this
winter, and this is what happened to him.
On the cars $300 and the check for his
baggage were stolen from his pocket. On
arriving in Washington he learned that
the check had enabled the thieves to steal
bis trunk, containing bis wardrobe and all
Jhe funds he had brought with him. He
drew a month’s pay ns a Senator in ad-
vance, and that night burglars took it and
bis wateb.
special |l0tiffji.
Wonderful in its Results.
There is no Medicine that has accom-
plished so much as Shiloh'i Caruumption
(\irt. It has established the fact that
Consumption can be cured, while for
Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup, Hoarseness,
Whooping Cough, and all Lung diseases
it has no equal, No Medicine was ever
sold on such favorable terms. If it was
unreliable it would be the greatest folly to
guarantee it. It costs nothing to try it as
it can be returned if It does not give satis-
faction after using two-thirds of a bottle.
Call at our stores and get a sample bottle
for 10c or a regular size for 50 cents or $1.
If your Lungs are sore or Chest or Back
lame use Shiloh’s Bellabonna Plaster
which seldom fails to give relief. J. O.
Doeshurg, No. 70, Eighth Street and Win.
Van Putten, River Street, Holland, Mich.
Elsewhere by dealers generally.
“Hackmetack” a new and delightful
Perfume sold by the above dealers.
A Carl to the Public.
For many years we have made two med-
icines suited to the ailments of a vast
class of sufferers. Thousands of cures
have been made by them, and in fact, the
word failure could not be coupled with
them. , But within the last two years coun-
terfeits of our medicines have sprung up,
dangerously in their close imitation of our
Trade Mark. To secure the people we
have placed upon each genuine box of
Holloway’s Ointment the fac-simile of the
signature of our agent, Mr. Jos. Haydock.
To counterfeit is felony. Wo shall relent-
lessly pursue anyone who imitates this
with the utmost vigor of the law. We
most earnestly beg that the great mass of
the American people will aid us in our ef-
forts to protect their health, and help us
in our task of bringing the most unprinci-
pled men tothe bar of justice. Uniformly
refuse to purchase Medicines purporting U
be our unless Mr. Jos. Haydock’s signa-
ture is attached to each box of Pills or pot.
of Ointment and the end will soon be
reached.






CANDY in use— For
sale in New York for
the past 30 years, but
new In this State.
For Sale by the pound
or ounce.
PLEASANT TO TAKE.








Wishinjjloii Sti„ - - bd fom M,
First- Claes Accommodations.
Bead Animala.
The question has been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The
undersigned whose place ofbusiness linear
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read-
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
own expense, by simply notifying him
thereof.
Benrahd Wick. >•
Holland, Aug. 28, 1876. 2»-ly
Mortgage Sale.
FA EF AULT having been made In the conditions
1 ^ of n certain indenture of Mortgage, bearing
date the 18th day oL December, A. D., 1873. made
and executed" by Henry Samelt and Emma Sameit
of the City of Holland. County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, partieo of the Aral part, and
William Katte. of the dame place, party of the
aeeond part, and recorded in fie offltc of" the Reg
inter of Deeds In and for the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan on the 19th day of December. A.
D.. 1873, at 1 o’clock p. m., 4>f said day. in Liber
“Y” of Mortgages, on page 432, which said Mort-
gage. was on the 4th day of October. A. D., 1476,
dmv assigned by William Katte to Charle* Storing,
of Holland City, Ottawa County. Michigan, and
said assignment was recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds, in and for the .County of Ot-
tawa and State of Michigan, on the 4th day of Oc-
tober. A. D. 1876, at one o’clock, p. m., of said day.
in Liber **4” of Mortgages, on page 231. \ And
whereas there is now due and unpaid at this date,
on said Mortgage the sum of $165.45 for principal
and interest, and whereas the said mortage con-
tains a condition that when any proceedings shall
be taken, to foreclose said mortgage by virtue of
the power of sale therein contained, the sum of
$15 as solicitors or attorneys fee shall be paid by
the party of the first part to the party of the
second part, and all the lega! coats and charges of
such- foreclosure and sale in case any proceedings
shall be taken to foreclose the same, and no suit at
law or in chancery having been iustitntcd to recover
said debt or any nart thereof; Now therfore. notice
is hereby given tnat by virtue of the power of sale
contained in said mortgage and of the statute in
such case made and provided the said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale of the morigaged prem-
ises. or so much thereof as is necessary to satisfy
the amount due on said mortgage, for principal and
interest, said attorney fee and costa and expenses
of advertising and sale allowed by at public
auction or vendue to the highest bidder on the
Third (8) day of Aisil, A. I). 1877. at one o’clock
in the afternoon of raid day at the front door of
the Court House, in the City of Grand Haven in
aald county, that being the place for holding the
Circuit Court for said county. The said mortgaged
premises to be sold are described as follows, via:
all that certain piece or parcel of land, situate In
the City of Holland, in tne County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan, to-wit: the east half of lot
numbered four (4) In block numbered twenty nine
129) accordtng to the plat of said city, of record as
of the Village of Holland in Die Registers office of
Ottawa County, State of Michigan.
Dated: Holland, Mich., December 28 A. D. 1876.
CHARLES STORING, Atoiqure of Mortgage.
Howard 4 McBbioi, Att'ye. for Assignee,
First Ward Grocery House.
Hew Firm! Hew Goods! Hew Prices!
At the Store formerly occupied by >
Slooter&Higgins, Cor. 8th &Fish Si
Sugar, Tea, Coffee, Syrup, Tobacco, Etc.
At prices that will astonish the best buyers In Holland City.
No tricks or bates— Honest weights and meas-
ures to all.
We buy goods and produce for cash and with a small profit
added we otter the same for
c^jsh: ohstly.
Our stock consists of a greater varietySmd better quality
than has heretofore been sold in this city. Wo have aimed,
in making our selections, to get
ONLY PURE GOODS.
The adulteration of food baa been so extensively carried on that it ha« been next to an impoHsibllitr
for a consumer to get that which is ̂ t to eat, and the strong competition iu business has in-
creased the demand f..r impure goods, and the result Is that nine out every ten merchants
keep mostly impure goods. Me think the citizens demand better go'-ds and
are in for REFORM— and as we are the first to make the start, we hopev to be encouraged with a portion of your patronage.
The Goods are all HEW AHD PUEE.
We think we can&mvluce all that we are selling PURE GOODS at the same price that are being
paid fur impure stutl By strict attention to business and good management wo hope fo gain a liberal
share of the patronage.
Win. COLEMAN & CO.,
EIGHTH STREET CORNER OF FISH STR.
IN S LOOTERS’ BRICK STORE,
Mr. FRANK S LOOTER remains with us, wishing to see nil of his old customers and a host of
of new ones.
37-tf
WM. COLEMAN & CO.
A Good opportunity for a Grist Mill.
Inquire of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
City Lots for Sale Cheap at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
If you want a New Dress
call on
E, J. HABRINGTOX.
If you need a new Suit of
Clothes for yourself or boys
go to
E. J. HARRINGTON.
ff you need BOOTS, SHOES OR RUB-
BERS call at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Do not miss your opportun-
ity for Furs, call on
E. HARRINGTON.
HATS and CAPS chcapfrlhan at whole-
sale at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Groceries of the best qual-
ity and very cheap at
E.J. HARRINGTON.
Glassware, Crockery, unsurpass-
ed at the Cheap Store of •
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Butter and Eggs bought and





Eastern Salt, Lime, Lath and Shingles
and other articles too numerous to mention,
at the store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wishes to inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrange-
ments with Mr. ft. Vorst, at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchased a new and complete line
of tools and stock and will furniah flrst-ciaas work.
A. CLOKTINOH.
AIuskmon, Sept. 3 1875.
J. W. Bosnian,
Merchant Tailor,






One door West of VANT.ANDF.GEND A MELIH
and now offers a full line of goods and at such rea-
sonable Tirices. that It will be to the advantage of
every one to come and Inquire. We have ample
facilities in our new quarters to make up clothing
at short notice.
ALL l\m Mi
Hats & Caps in Great Variety.- o -
Give us a call and see our
Goods.
J. W. B03MAN.


















Liter j. Sale anil Beard Stable.
BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
Fine horses and beautiful carriages, cutters, and
ai! kinds of vehicles can always bo obtained at our
stable at reasonable rate*.
GOOD TURNOUTS GUARANTEED.
GIVE USA TRIAL,
TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
E. J. Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupkll.
Holland, Dec. 2, 1870. 42-ly
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland. - - • Michigan.
The above firm make a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction. Their prices are low
enongh to compete with any honse in the city.
They keep constantly or. hand a choice variety of
Ladles and Children shoes and gaiters.




W. A U. ELFERDINK,
One Step toward Tem-
perance.




Holland, Dec. 21st, 1876.
A Sdre Cure.
For Consumption, bronchitis, asthatna, catarrh,
throat and lung diseases. Also a sure relief and
permanent cure for geuera) debility, dysprpaiuund
al nervous cffectlons, by a simple vegetable med-
icine, which cured a venerable missionary Physi-
cian who was long a resident of Syria and the
B.st, and who has freely given this valuable specific
to thousands of kindred sufferers with the greatest
possible benefits, and he now feels Uhls s.cred
Christian dutv to Impart to others this wonderful
Invigorating remedy, and will aend FREE the orig-
inal recipe complete, with full dlrcctlona, to any
person enclosing stamp for reply,
"DR. CLARK A. ROBBINS,
Gredy Block, Syracuse, N. Y.
(P.O.Box 76.) 44-6m.
The opportuhity for Great
















































































HOUSE, STORE and LOT
I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, being on the Soutk
East corner uf Ninth and Market Street*. City of
Holland. The buildings are all new. It is a del
Irablu location for any kind of business. Termseasy. D. TK ROLLER.
HoLi.ANr, Mich., March 3, 1875. 3-tf
Boots and Shoos.
A new stock of Goods has just been opened, and
• we can state to the Public that it has been
bought expressly for this season of the year.




Our intention is to offer these goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and
examine.
CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,
AND
mmi M ON SHORT NOTICE
Cash Paid for Hides
L. 8PRIET8MA & SON
Holland, February 26, 1874.
-Mcl-ly
NOTICE!
I the undersigned having become sole proprietor
of the furniture house, formerly under the firm
name of
J. M. Reidsema & Son.







Feathers & Feather Beds,
— AT —
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES.
All the goods are marked down, and I hereby at
icit the good will and patronage of the public.v SIMON RIE39EMA.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 18, 1876.
Thk Common Council had no session
this week.
It’s snow joke keeping your sidewalks
clean these times.
Shoveling snow is a good, steady em-
ployment.
---- -----
Pbop. Gee is enjoying a good demand
for his musical abilities.
Wk understanil that extensive improve-
ments are contemplated to be made in the
Plugger Mills.
Ocn former townsman, II. Barendregt,
is in town on a visit.
We are having too much snow for easylT1)e'IU0rei t|,e nicrrie‘r,
work in the woods— it is hard on horses!
and men. ^
Loos, grain, staveboits and w<mkI of
every description keep coming into town.
Great question of the snow-flakes—
whither are we drifting.
Grapes, ty has been discovered in Cali-
fornia, are equal to corn for fattening hogs.- -
It Is estimated that not less than 10,000 *
000 trees have been set out in Minnesota
during the past year.
nsmrw
•fifi
Joslin & Breyman arc going to move
into their own building recently vacated
by Fitield & Westveer.
While visiting Grand Haven, don’t fail
to stop at the Andres House, and see how
well they can treat you. Q
Work is still progressing on the Hope\ . ..... - u.. » u... oi«»c ucwku # i
College printing office, and the building Bln Pittshurgh, and was permanently brand- 1 ^
will soon be made available. ^ cd with the words “Base Burner.”
Moody and Sankey closed their labors in
Chicago on Wednesday last. They are
now going to labor in Boston.
A child sat down on a hot stove hearth k f\
MATERIAL
The associated press furnished no re-
ports of the political mass meetings held
in various states on Monday.
Ice cutting is still in progress, and
v] judging fiom appearances a pretty heavyin' .... . .C. Blom, Jr., has moved his business cr0p js i]arve8ted for the next warm
into the old store of Kruizenga, on Eighth Jgca8oa
street, in the First ward. “ ------ -----
The benefit dunce given to the “Old
Band” on Friday night last was a failure,
from a combination of circumstances. It
is contemplated to try it again.
Prayer meetings are held every eve-
ning at the 3d Reformed Church, and more
than ordinary interest is manifested, q
Tup; Holland Oily Cornet Band has be*n\ Lt9T of lettera remidid^n'the Office at
ousted out of their old quarters, and have Mich i 18 1877. A F
rented the rooms over Howard AMcBride^Jf,),^^ IIonry Slrnng nr Edwar(1 C,oss.
office.
Another lot of cigars, all new brands,
are received at Pessink’s. If a lover of
the weed can’t suit himself now, he must
be hard to please. Q
L. T. Ranters has the Moody and
Sankey hymn books for sale, and if any-
body wants to get one we advise them to
make haste, for they will soon be sold. -/
Wm. Verbkek, P. M.
i\
 f
The singing school of the village of
Drenthe came on an excursion to this city
on Thursday Inst, consisting of five sleighs
full of young folks. Their appearance
was neat and orderly.  iv
The Iowa Supreme Court decides that
a woman in that State may hold any office
except those of Judge and member of the
Legislature.
Mr. Dewell, known as “Cheap John,”
is hack again and has opened an auction
store in the building recently vacated by
J. W. Bosnian. Now lookouj for some
lively competition.
Millions of swallows went south from
California as usual last fall, and have just
leturned In mid-winter, which Is very un-
usual. Did the political atmosphere down
there disagree with them ?
— — —
On Saturday last a suit was Instituted
on complaint of Henry Baum, against F.
Klooster, for selling liquors to minors on
Christmas Day. The defendant plead
guilty and was fined $25 and costs.
L. T. Ranters has not got twenty-four
different brands of cigars, but he has a 5
cent and a 10 cent cigar that cannot be
beat. Go and try them!
Telegraph poles are being placed for
a line from Red Cloud agency to Hat creek,
in the Black Hills, Dakota, and the wires
will probably be stretched early in the
spring.
\V. B Scott, of color, editor of Mary-
vilU Republican, the only democratic paper
edited by a colored man in the United States
has been appointed porter of the Tennes-
see senate.
A little boy was much exercised for
fear he would not know his father when
he got to Heaven, but his mother eased
hi? mind by saying, “All you will have
to do is to look for an angel with a red
I nose.”
' A party of Mexican raiders swooped
A down on the village of Piedres Pintas, 15
The evening school of H. Doeshurg,
Esq., is growing more popular Young
meu engaged during the day can receive
tuition from him in the evening in almost
any branch of study desired. p
We notice the name of Hon. D. B. id miles from SamDiego! Tex!,* one 'day'laat
Van Raalte first on the list of the Commit^ Week, in search of booty. A cow-boy had
tec of Ways and Means of the House of \Warned the citizens, and three “ greasers"
Representatives of our State Legislature, jwero left d(ia(i ou the
and also as a member of the committee onj --- --
The extradition treaty with the United
States has been ratified by the Spanish
Military affairs.
-- — • — .
Wk give considerable space this week
to an extract of the report of the U. S.
Engineers about our harbor, and will con-
clude the article in our next issue. It is
an important recoid for anyone who takes
an interest in Black Lake harbor.
A European war seems imminent from
The railroad authorities were compelled | the tone of the latest cable dispatches.
to gel out their snow plows this week and
open the roads for the trains. From all
around the country we hear of trains hav-
ing been delayed several hours on account
of the snow. ^
On Sunday last Rev. C. Vorst was in- The Siugatuck Commercial says: “About
stalled as pastor of the True Dutch Re- Me middle of last November Capt. R. C.
formed Church of Grand Rapids, Mlch^ Brittain laid the keel for a new propellor,
by Rev. W. C. Wust.of Lodi, N. d-fl^re to be placed upon the Saugaiuck and Chi-
was a largo congre
great deal of interes
The Powers have made their last offer in
the interests of peace, with but very little
hope of the Sultan’s exception. Perhaps
in our next issue we will be able to give
the result of the Conference.
3 flht ion Present,
tfmanif/sted.
In England they are getting nearer to
the root of that dreadful disease, drunken-
ness. At a recent temperance meeting in
his diocese, the Bishop of Ely said that he
attributed drunkenness in poor men not to
a desire for liquor, but to the comfort of
the public house and the discomfort of
their homes.
A section-hand named Tnos. Billmier.
on the Michigan Lake Shore railroad,
while driving a hand-car from Allegan,
Mich., to Dunningville, on Christmas
night, froze his hands so severely that the
fingers of each hand had to be amputated
on yesterday— some at the first and others
at the second joint. He is now a county
charge,
---- -
On Tuesday morning at 1 o’clock two
burglars succeeded to break into the
wholesale liquor store of L. Rosenfield.on
Washington street, Grand Haven, Mich.,
and carried off a keg of liquor, one box
of cigars, two cases of tobacco and a couple
or meershaum pipes. Pursuit was given
and shots were exchanged, and one of
them is supposed to be wounded, as blood
was found along his tracks.
A man, whose name we could not learn,
residing in Salem, got seriously injured
the other day, about four or five miles
southeast from here. While hauling a load
of logs up a hill the logs commeuced to
slip, and the chain with which the logs
were fastened slipped loose, the hook of
which, in its rapid travil, caught (he un-
fortunate man in the lower part of the ab-
domen, in such a way, aa to endanger his
life.
it, ^hd a cago route. The dimensions of the vessel
are as follows: Length of keel, 100 feet;
over all, 112 feet; breadth of beam, 21
feet; depth of hold, 8 feel.”
government, and it now waits the action
of the senate to go into effect. It will
work a serious abridgment of the area of
freedom for the thieves of both countries.
“The English and Americans,” says
the Spectator, “are great peoples, with a
genius for mechanical inventions, but they
cannot build a theatre so that spectators
can get out of it, or a railway train so that
it can be patrolled from the outside, or a
street so that It shall be at once silent and
safe for herses.”
A. dispatch from Galveston, Texas, of
Jan. 10, tays:— “Gen. Dku failed to effect
a compromise wilh Iglesias. He attacked
the forces of Iglesias on Guano Justo,
commanded by Qen. AnUlion, on the 3rd
.init, and AnUlion was defeated and sur-
rendered Ip* whole army and all his mater-
U! of w»r to Gto. Ignacio Martinet. Igle-
siashaa naked to bn allowed to retire to
private life. Gen. Qttiroga, according to
promlae, aupported Lerdo nmil Nov. 30.
He then lurrendered over 8,000 men and
• large amount of w„ m„erl„ t0 0en.
" .re'irtd 10 Ms Under
tte pretext that be waa fomenting trouble,1 trkd' *“0 ^ndemned,
o»;rS«‘?8,cle*r,,m- he“
The University of Oxford sent an ex-
pert to examine the collection of Hebrew
manuscripts collected from Raraite syna-
gogues in Egypt and Mesopotamia for the
Imperial Library of St. Petersburg; and
he reports that the manuscripts are of the
greatest value, and contain older texts of
the Hebrew Bible than any heretofore
known.
Snow drifts in Wayne county, Pennsyl-
vania, are 25 feet deep, and the cold Is
intense. Many cattle were buried. An
old farmer and his two daughters were
digging their way out under the snow to
the road with tin pans and a fire shovel
when relieved by neighbors. Their provi-
sions and wood were nearly gone and they
would soon have perished .
The tobacco crop in many sections of
North Carolina pays better than cotton or
the cereals. For instance, there are at least
20 farmers in Granville county who aver-
age from $000 to $1,200 to the hand.*
One gentlemen living four miles from
Oxford, planted 10 acres in tobacco for
three consecutive years, and his receipts
for the same were $12,000— an average of
$4,000 a year, or $400 to the acre.
Weather items from the sunny South:
In Texas snow has fallen to the depth of
from six to eighteen inches, crushing in
roofs and freezing numbers of horses and
cattle to death. A negro froze to death in
Houston and one in Dallas. In Louisiana
trains have been snow-bound and a negro
froze to death at Shreveport. In Missis-
sippi members of the legislature were
snow-bound, and for two days no quorum
could be had. Persons have crossed the
river on the ice at Vicksburg for the first
time in the history of that section. In
Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, North Caro-
lina, South Carolina and Virginia the snow
and cold are unprecedented in depth. In
Georgia and South Carolina sleet has been
very destructive to trees and telegraph
lines. The Mississippi river baa gorged
with ice as far north as Ozark island, near-
ly 100 miles below Helena.
Jim Bennett is described in New York
ns a fellow of infinite nerve. Recorder
Hackett relates that some years ago Ben-
nett allowed him to shoot, at seven paces,
a tliree ccnt piece, inserted in a cork and
placed on the top of his head. Again
Bennett invited him to shoot, at the same
distance, the ashes from a cigar in his
mouth. In neither case did he so much as
wince. But it isn’t physical nerve in
which the young man is lacking; it’smoral
courage.
We have a lot of Winter Go<Klg left,
such os Woolen Blankets, Worsted Goods,
Overcoats, and a great many other things
that must be sold. For a bargain call at
P. & A 8TEKETEE.
A negro was fouud dead io Georgia,
having fallen and broken his neck while
stealing chickens from a high roost. He
was a class leader in a church, and his
pastor, in preaching the funeral sermon,
was bothered by the question where the
soul of the dead brother had gone. “His
well-known piety,” said the preacher, “in-
dicates that he died a Christian; yet there
are circumstances connected with his
death that are perplexing. If, after he fell
and before he struck the ground, he re-
pented of hissim, there can be no ques-
tion but that he is now in glory; but there
was mighty little time for him to think
about it.”
-- .#•»- ----- —
An Indianian went into a Chicago
saloon, and asked for “a gin cocktail with
some strength into it.” The barkeeper
made a mixture of alcohol, pepper sauce,
absinthe, limes, and painkiller. “The In-
diauian drank it,” says the Chicago Tri-
bune, “and about a quart of tears came to
his eyes, his mouth contracted to about
the size of a safe key hole, and when be
had sufficiently mastered his emotion to
speak, he said, 1 How much’s that?’ ‘Fif-
teen cents, responded the barkeeper. The
customer put down a quarter and said,
‘Reep the change— have something your-
self;' then, wringing the barkeeper’s hand,
he added, ‘That's the first good gio I've
tasted since I left home— something like
liquor; it's sort of quick in taking hold
and slow In letting go. Come and see me,
and I’ll give you some corn whiskey that’s
better still— whiskey that’s like swallowing
a circular aaw whole and pulling It up
again.' The barkeeper, an hour later,
asked the patrolman if he had heard of an
man being found dead on the sidewalk,
and when the officer said no. he danced a
few jig steps, and cried, 'Hurrah I he’s
gone somewhere else to diet’ ”
Just Received at
THE —
IsT E W S
JOB OFFICE.
Our facilities for Job Print-
ing are un equaled in this city,






















Oflfer* bin service* a* inch to thf pnbllc and will
guarantee hli* work for moderate charves. Having
been engaged for some time past for Messrs. Joslm
A Hrejmnn, has now started for hlmsalf in tkv
store of Mr. J. ALBSB8. at
No. 52, Eighth Street.
Mr. J. Albers will attend to his Clock and Jew-
elry business, ami Mr. Wijkhuijsen to the Watcbos.
However, each of them will wait on the public la
absence of the other. They haVea large andbeaa
llful stock of Clocks and Watchca, which they offer
for sale cheap.
CALL AND SEE.





Having succeeded the late firm of G. VanPuttoa
A Co., at the same stand and In the same bualness
wishes to advertise through the columns of tht







The Goods jire first-class-
PRICES ARE LOW.




Holland, Aug. 2, 1870.
Mark these Facts.
The 1 alimony of the WhoU World,
HOIiLO WAT'S FXXjXrf.
“I had no appetite; Holloway's Pills gave me a
hearty one.”
“Your Pills sre msnr«-llous.“
“I send for another box, and keep them in the
house.”
“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that wm
chronic."
“I gave one of your Pills to my babe for cholera
morbus. The dear little thing got well in a day.’’
"My nausea of n morning Is now cured.”
"Your box of Holloway's Ointment cured me of
noises In the head. I rubbed some of your Oinl
ment behind the ears, and the noise has left.”
^ “Mend mo two boxes; 1 want one for a poor fam
“I enclose a dollar; your price ls3S cents, but
the medicine to me Is worth a dollar.”
•‘Bend me five boxes of your Pills.”
Let me have throe boxes of your Pills by return
mall for Chills and Fever."
I have over 200 such testimonials as these, but
want of space compels me to conclude.
For Cutaneous Disorders,
And all eruptions of the skin, this Ointment la
most invaluable. It dooa not heal externally alone'
but penetrates with the most searching effects to
the very root of the evil.
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS
Invariably cure the following disease*;
Disorders of the Kidneys.
Id all disease* affecting these organs, whether
they accrot too much or two little water; or
whether they be afflicted with stone or gravel, or
with aches and pains settled In the loins over the
regions of the kidneys, these Pills should be tak-
en according t<> the printed directions, and the
Ointment shonld bs well rubbed Into the small of
the back at bed time. This treatment will give
almost immediate relief when all other means
have failed.
For Stomachs Out of Order.
No medicine will so effectually improve the ton#
of the stomach as these Pille ; they temove all acid-
ity occaaloned either by Intemperance orimprop
or diet. They reach the liver and redncoltto a
healthy action; they are wonderfully efflcaelone la
cases of spasm -In fact thev never tall In curing
all disorders of the liver and stomach,
HOLLOWAY’S PILLS are the beet known in the
world for the following diseases: Ague. Asthma,
Billions Complaints, Blotches on thebkln. Bowels,
Consumption, Debility, Dropsy, Dysentery. Fry
sluelas. Female Irregularities, Fevers of all kinds,
Fits, G«ut. Headache, Indigestion, Infamatlon,
Jaundice, Liver Complaints, Lumbago, PUes. Rhe-
uraaUsn, Retention of urine. Pcrofula or King’s
Evil, Bore Throats, Htone and Gravel. Tie Donlour-
eux, Tumors, Ulcers, Worms, of all kinds, Weak
ness from any cause, etc.
IMPORTANT CAUTION.
None are genuine unless the signature of J. Hay-
Axk. as agent tor the United States, sarrounos
each box of Pills, and Ointment. A handsome re-
ward will be given to any one rendering such In-
formation as may lead to the detection of any
party or parties counterfeiting the medicines or
vending tne same, knowing them to be spnrlone.
Bold at the manufactory of Professor Hollo
way A Co.. New York, and by all respectable drag -
gists and dealers In medicine throughout the elvlV
Ixed world, in boxes at t5 cells, ft* cents and $1.
each.
pW'There Is considerable saving by taking the
N. B.— Directions for the guidance of patlente in
every disorder are affixed to each box.
Offlcd, 110 Liberty Stmt, Mnr Yoik.
A Full line of Winter Dress Goods,
from the cheapest to the finest, will be dis
posed of cheap at
p. A a. steketee. All kinds of Color and Or-
Just as good cheese as ever wm nude, namental printing. Call and
chesp at v . . • P v •
P. & A. steketee. ] examine specimens and prices.
DR. SCHOUTEFS
mmmmmm: nur
Haves specific influence upon tbe Liver eii






Holland, Mich.. Fib. 16, 1878. i-H
KKIWr WORK.
r>1 MB«. MABOAKrT X. HANarfTKR.
\ (i't'f itoc nonchi me thin moraine,
M*t h mi eye* ahintnx brixbt.
'*» ie liver her cheek the dimple*
Wi n playing in changeful ligot.
(.icm- op tn mv room."«he uhlupered;
\ cunone thine id there !
\ pdu.ter had worked ihrough the night hours
if. !h" cold end dhlvering »tr.
3i* tjn«i tnvle e henotitnlcMtle,
r ar up on e tn inDteiu high ;
•/•d a fur*^«t of e teiely tn-ed,
Uiugha Ui«t neon to the sky.
The» af‘ uU rn my wind os1, mother,
• h - range end te euuful things,
A::d uiv morniug dim el>ove them
A rainbow beauty flings
. wom with the little pnttler
The myatioel vrork to see ;
• mi glorioiK in th« sunlight
tVan ih .• delicntv tracery.
I'iT ail ntgtd long the artiet '
Had silently v»toiight away,
with the butt end of a loaded ox gad,
cutting him severely. Ho was about to
repeat the blow when Reed’s wife, who
was a witness of the affair, sprang in be-
i tween the two men, to prevent farther
I trouble. In his madness Breen struck
I the woman to the ground with the whip
' handle. This made Reed almost insane,
and in a moment he had out his oppo-
nent in two with a butcher knife which
he carried, then, drawing a brace of large
revolvers, dared any of the dead man’s
frienns to interfere. By strenuous efforts
his friends prevented further butchery,
mid the affair for the time was ended.
This tiagedy cast a gloom over the en-
tire party.
Two or three days’ travel from the
scone of the disturbance brought them
to the springs where they were to pro-
vide water and grass for crossing what
was known as Hastings desert, an alka-
line region destitute of water or vegeta-
tion. The treacherous Yasquez had in-
formed them that it was less than fifty
miles wide, while it proved, in fact, more
than eighty. It was undei stood that
they must travel day and night, only
stopping to feed and water the cattle.
When about two-thirds of the way across
the stock manifested signs of exhaustion,
and the company directed Mr. Reed to
go forward until ho found water, and
report. He did so, reaching it in about
twenty miles, and was on his way back
to camp when he met his teamsters, about
II o’clock at night, driving the cattle,
having left their wagons. Soon after
leaving his teamsters one of their horses
sank down in the road, and while they
were endeavoring to raise it, the cattle —
nine yoke of oxen— scented the water
and made for it. They were never
found; and there was Reed and his fam-
ily, with all their supplies, out on a
The Memorable Donner-Reed Expedition ? desert hundreds of miles from any hu-
Knd on'y pul up bln p
At liie coining in of
lencil
d*y;
Softly Biel Btealtbiiy tolling,
]Jy the holy Unlit of the fUn»,
And tfc" hpht that BtreaniB like a glory i
From (be far-off crystal ban.
He ha-l gone. a« be came, In alienee,
But hlA work wai left behind ;
fjfco th-- fairle* that send their favors
ity night to the good and kind.
Hew often the silent worker
In the busy mart of time
Weaves a Ilfs of ang-l beauty.
Then soara to another ciimc.
And when l'p and brow have faded
in the dust and gloom of death.
Their memories come to the living,
Krangeia of love and faith.
Oh ! teach me, beautiful frost work.
Another lesson in life—
The web that is woven by night-timo
At morning with gems may be rife.
STARVED ON THK PLAINS.
of 1846- Hnowbcund in the Sierras— For-
ty Emigrant* Dying of Hnnger.
[From the San Francisco Chronicle.]
Probably no event of a similar ebarno-
man habitation, and the winter very
nearly at hand. The other members of
the expedition drove their teams much
further, and some succeeded in reaching
ter ever more stirred the feelings of the i wat«r. Reed not receiving any informa-
earlier settlers of the West, and partie- i tion, and their supply of water being
ulariy those living in Illinois, than did ' nea^J gon©- Reed started with his
the tragic ending of the Reed and Don- ! family on foot, carrying the youngest
ner ‘ ipedition to California in 1846. j child in his arms. In the course of the
The originators of this expedition were i right the children became exhausted ;
James F. Reed and George and Jacob i hut a cold hurricane commenced blow-
Donner, kind and open-hearted men, ! rig, and they were forced to move on,
yet of bold and energetic dispositions.
They had oome with their families into
Illinois only a short time after its ad-
mittance into the Union, and finally set-
tled in Sangamon county, not far from
although the sufferings of the children
were intense. Near daylight, to their
great joy, one of Jacob Donuer’s wagons
was reached, which proved to contain
the latter’s family. Douner kindly con-
Springfield. In 1845 vague reports would | vey^d the unfortunate family to where
occasionally reach that vicinity of the the others were camped, where they re-
richness of soil and healthfulncss of the | mained a week trying to find Reed’s cat-
climate of the ffcr West, and especiallv but the search was fruitless. He
of the land known as California, and j then divided his provisions, borrowed a
these began to create a restless spirit y°he of oxen, and, leaving his seven
among the settlers. Reed and the Don- ' wngons in tne desert, moved on with the
ners called meetings of their neighbors. ’ others.
and induced many to join the proponed
expedition, which finally left Spring-
field on the morning of April 14, 1846.
The party numbered about forty per-
sons, two-thirds of whom were women
and children.
At Independence, Mo., the final prep-
Some days furth r on it was found that
the provisions were running short.
Reed proposed that, if two men would
go forward to Capt. Butter’s in Califor-
nia, he would write him (Butter*) a letter,
asking for provisions and animals to
assist the party to its destination. None
arations for crossing the plains were to 1 was eager to undertake a journey fraught
be mode. They were joined there by
parties from Illinois, Iowa, Tennessee,
with so many dangers, but finally two
men consented to go. These two were
Missouri, and Ohio, swelling the origin- i Wm. McCutcheon, who had joined the
al number to nearly 100 persons. As
all know, it was necessary at that period
train from Missouri, and a Mr. Stanton,
of Chicago, a man of the most daring
for persons crossing the plains to travel | bravery and whose nobleness of character
in large bodies, as the Indians were i cost him his life. Their progress was
very- hostile. Again, it was never safe
to set forth on such a journey until the
gra'jfi was of sufficient growth to afford
slow, and week after week elapsed with-
out any tidingsfrom them. Affairs were
now becoming very desperate in the
sustenance for the stock. Everything camp; the food was well-nigh exhausted,
being in readiness, extra wagons filled j The expedition was camped in the
with provisions, etc., the company do- 1 mountains, and it was impossible to
parted from Independence early on the j proceed further at that season of the
morning of May 11, 1846, upon their ! year on account of the heavy snows.
long and weary journey.
All went well until they arrived at a
point a few miles above the mouth of
t)>e Big Blue river, the spot where Man-
hattan, Kan., now stands. The party
continued its journey up the Platte river
valley, passing Port Laramie, and at last
reached Port Bridger without serious
mishap. So far the trip had occupied
the entire summer, and the menth of
Beptember was well advanced.
At Fort Bridger the expedition tarried
four days to rest man and beast. It was
here that they met with an act of treach-
ery which undoubtedly led to their hor-
rible fate. A prominent guide of that
period, one Hastings, had discovered a
more direct route to California, known
as Hastings’ cut off. It passed through
Weber’s canon to the south end of Salt
Lake, about where Salt Lake City now
stands, and was 300 or 400 miles shorter
than the old ronte. But it was fraught
with so many difficulties and dangers
that it was safer to travel bv the north-
western trail. It was the intention of
the Reed and Donner party to take the
old route: but one Yasquez, who was in
commsnd of the fort, and who was in
some manner connected with the Hast-
ings cut off, urged Reed and his' party
to take the new route, telling them that
it wm much safer, and that they would
reach their destination many weeks ear-
lier. Reed and his friends agreed upon
the Hastings route, and started once
more npon their jonrney. '
Reaching the present file of Salt
Lake City, the first great obstacle pre-
sented itself. There was no road at all,
the country being one dense mass of for-
est and nnderbrnsh. There was no
other course but to literally out and hew
Here the party would have to remain
until spring. It was finally agreed that
Reed shomd go forward to ascertain
what had become of Stanton and Mc-
Cutcheon, and hurry up supplies. Bo,
leaving his wife and five children ip care
of friends, he started ont on horseback.
The Donner brothers were camped a
mile or two in advance of the main body,
and with them was a man by the name
of Walter Herron, who, when Reed
reached them, volunteered to go with
him, which Reed agreed to. Having but
one horse they rode in turns. Inthecourse
of a week their provisions gave out, and
they traveled for days without food,
except wild geese and other game, which
they were obliged to devour raw. When
crossing the Sierra Nevada mountains,
Herron became so desperate as to pro-
pose the killing of the horse. Reed,
knowing that they would never be able
to cross the mountains alive without the
aid of this animal, vowed he would put
an end to his own life rather than perish
of hunger and cold among the moun-
tains. That afternoon Herron became
delirious for want of food, and his case
looked hopeless, when, to Reed’s great
joy, he found a handful of beans in the
hollow of a log, and, although almost
starved himself, gave them to his com-
panion. The following day they came
upon some abandoned wagons, which
they ransacked, but failed to find any
food. Taking the tor-bucket from one
of the wagons, and scraping the tar
from the bottom, Mr. Reed found a
streak of rancid tallow, which he made
known to Herron, who at once swallowed
a large piece without giving it a smell.
He swallowed a second piece and wanted
more, which Reed refused to give him,
their way through to the outlet of Balt having himself eaten some which made
Lake, now termed the river Jordan.
This stupendous task was the indirect
cause of several deaths in the party, and
brhught about much bad blood among
its members, the malcontents charging
Reed with the entire blame of the pre-
vailing state of affairs, as he had been
rather urgent in having the party take
the Hastings route. The dissatisfied
ones at last openly declared that Reed
or tiiev should Jeare the company, or
bloodshed would follow. So Improved;
in an altercation with Reed soon after,
th0\riDgfwkier. of the grumbleift one
KwiSSWtes
him deathly sick. Soon afterward they
descended into Bear River valley, where
they found a party of emigrants, who
relieved their sufferings. They here
found Stanton and the two Indians sent
by Capt. Sutter to aid in carrying the
provisions which he had kindly lot Stan-
ton have. Reed was so terribly ema-
ciated that the others did not recognize
him until they had conversed together
for some minutes. -
The next morning, Oct 23, 1846, both
parties continued tbeir journeys. Mr.
Reed went on to Capt Sutter’s, told his
story of ttio terrible condition of the ex-
pedition, and Butter, e4er ready to ex-
tend a helping hand to the suffering,
supplied him with on abundance of pro-
visions and thirty horses and mules to
convey the same to the emigrants. Reed
here found MoOutoheon, who had been
prevented from joining Stanton on ac-
count of sickness. With the aid of two
Indians, Reed and MoOutoheon started
to return to their friends. Weeks and
weeks were spent in the attempt to re-
cross the mountains, but every plan
proved fruitless. The snow was so deep
that men and horses sunk oat of sight
in it To Reed, who had so many lives
at stake, the failure was terrible.
Of the suffering of those who had
been caught in the mountains no better
description can be had than that fur-
nished in a diary, the writer of which
is unknown. It came into possession of
Capt. George McKinstry, who was
stationed at Fort Bacramento in 1847.
Tbookee’b Lake, Nov. 20, 184C.
Game to thie place tho Slat of last mouth ;
went into tue paee ; tho auow so deep we were
unable to find the road, and turned back to the
shanty on Truokee lake. Bianlon came up one
day after we arrived hero. Wo again took our
teama and wagons, and made another unaue-
ceeaful attempt to oroad tho mountaine, as enow
fell all tho limo. Wo now have killed moot
of our oatt'o having to remain here until next
spring, and live on loan meat without bread or
Balt. It snowed during the Hpaoe of eight days
after our arrival, with little intermiHoiou,
though now clear and pleasant, freezing at
night ; the enow nearly all gone from tho val-
leys.
Nov. 29— Still snowing; now about three
feet deep ; wind west ; killed my laet oxon to-
day ; wood hard to get.
Nov. 30— Snowing fast, and eoems likely to
continue for flays ; no living thing, without
wings, can got about.
Dec. 1— Still Bnowing; snow about fix and a
half feet deep; very difficult to get wood, and
we are completely honaed up; our cattle are
all killed but two or three, and these, with the
hotti-s and mulos. all loot in the enow; no hopes
of finding them alive.
Dec 9— Commenced snowing about 11
o'clock; took in Spitzer yesterday, who is so
weak that he cannot rise without help, caused
by starvation; some have a scant supply of
bo< f ; Stanton trying to get some for himself
and Indians; not likely to get much.
Dec. 14— Snows faster than any previous
day ; Stanton and Graves, with others, making
preparation to cross the mountains on snow
shoes ; snow eight feet on a l«vel,
Doc. 17— Pleasant ; Wm. Murphy returned
from tho mountain party last utght ; Bayless
Williams died night before last.
Doc. 21— Milton arrivtxl from Donner’s last
night; sad news. Jacob Donner. Samuel Shoe-
maker. Rhtnehardt, and Smith are dead ; the
most of them in a low condition ; snowed all
night, with a strong southwest wind.
Dec. 25— Bogan to snow yesterday ; snowed
all night, and snows yet ; extremely hard to
find wood ; offered onr prayers to God this
(Christmas) morning ; the prospect is appal-
ling. but we trust in
Jan. 1. 1847— We pray the God of Mercy to
deliver us from our present calamity, if it bo
His holy will. Commenced snowing last night;
provisions scant ; dug up a hide from under
the snow yesterday, but have not commenced
on it yet
Jan. 4— Fine morning; looks liko spring;
Mrs. Reed, Milton Elliott and Eliza Williams
slatted a short time ago with the hope of crow-
ing the m 'Untains ; left the children here ; It
was hard for Mrs Rood to part with them.
Jan. 6— Eliza Williams came back from the
mountains yesterday evening, not able to pro-
ocel ; the others kept ahead.
Jan. 8— Very cold this morning ; Mrs. Rood
came back, not being able to find tbeir way
over tho mountains; they have nothing but
hidee to live on.
Jan. 18.— Snowing fast; snow higher than
the shanty; it must be 13 feet d<ep; cannot
get wood this morning; it is a dreadful sight
for us to look upon.
Jan. 15— Clear day again ; Mrs. Murphy
blind, and Ltthron not able to got wood ; has
but one ax between him and Kieeburg ; it
looks like another storm ; expect to hear from
Batter’s soon.
Jan. 17— Lathron became crazy last night ;
provisions scarce ; hidee our main subsistence;
may the Almighty send us help.
Jan. 21— Fine morning ; the women do not
like hides, but must either eat them or die.
Jan. 28— Commenced snowing yesterday, and
still continues ; one of Stanton’s Indians died
three days ago; foodgrowitg scarcer; don’t
have fire enough to oook our hides.
Feb. 5— Snowed hard until 12 o’clock last
night ; many uneasy for fear we shall all per-
ish with hunger ; we have bnt little meat left,
and three hides ; Mr*. Reed has bat one hide,
and that is on the Graves house ; Milton lives
there, and will likely keep that ; two children
died last night.
Feb. 8— Fine, clear morning ; Spitzer died
last night ; we will bury him in the snow ;
Mrs. Eddy died on the night of the 7th.
Feb. 9.— Mr. Pike’s child died last night ;
Milton is at Murphy's, not able to get out of
bed ; Mrs. Eddy and child were boned to-day ;
wind southeast."
Feb. 10— Beautiful morning ; thawing in the
sun ; Milton Elliot died last night at Murphy’s
shanty ; Mrs. Reed went there to see after his
effects ; John Denton trying to borrow meat
for the Graveses, but failed; they have noth-
ing bnt hidee ; all are entirely out of meat,
but we still have a little ; our hides are nearly
gone ; Gods help, spring will soon smile upon
ns.
Feb. 15— Morning cloudy until 9 o’clock,
then cleared off warm. Mr*. Murphy refused
to give Mr*. Reed any hides ; put Sutter’s pack
hides on her shsnty, and would not let her have
them.
Feb. 19— Froze hard laet night. Seven men
arrived yesterday from California with provis-
ions. but left the greater part on the way.
Some of the men have gone to Donuer's camp,
and will start back on Monday.
Feb. 22— The Californians started this morn-
ing, accompanied by some of our party, who
were in a very weak condition. Mrs. Kiesbnrg
started with them, and left Kieebnrg here nn-
ablu to go. Buried Pike’s child this morning in
the snow ; it died two days ago.
Feb. 23— Frozb hard last night. To-day
pleasant and tbawy, and has the appearance of
upring, all but the dee]) hdow. Shot a dog to-
day and dressed his flesh.
Feb. 25— To-day Mr*. Morphy Bay* the
wolves are about to dig up the dead bodies
around her shanty, and the nights are too
cold to watch then?, but we can hear them bowl.
Feb. 26— Hungry times m camp ; plenty of
hides, but the folks won’t eat them ; our little
party eat them with tolerably good appetite,
thanks be to the Almighty God. Mrs. Mor-
phy said here yesterday that she thought she
would commence ou Milton and eat him. I
don’t think she has done so yet It is die-
t reeling. The Donner* told the California
folk* four days ago that they would oommenoe
on the dead people if they did not And their
cattle, then ten or twelve feet under enow, and
did not know the spot or anywhere near it ;
they have done it ere this.
Ftb. 28— One solitary Indian passed by to-
day ; had a heavy pack on his back ; gave me
five or six roots resemblbg onions in shape;
tasted like sweet potato, but full of tough little
fibers.
Feb. 29— Ten men arrived this morning from
Bear valley with provisions ; we all leave iu
two or three days, and cache our goods here ;
thov say the snow will remain until June
. Thns rnds tlis journal. Capt. Mo
Kins try, who forwardod it to Sf ring-
field, as before stated, furnished tbe
conclusion of the affair in his brief let-
ter :
The above-mentioned men started' for the
valley with seventeen of the safferere. They
traveled fifteen miles and a severe enow- storm
came on. They left fourteen of the emigrants,
including the writer of the above Journal and
his family. Lieut Woed worth was immediate-
ly sent to the assistance of the others, but be-
fore he reached them they had eaten three of
their number, who had died from hunger
and fatigue. Woodworth brought in the
remainder. The rest of the unfortunate party
reached Butter’s Fort in April, 1847.
Tho emigrants thus caught iu the mountains
died, one by one, until about forty of ?heir
numbtr were literally starved to death, among
them being the two Donner brothers and
their wives, together with seven of their
ohiidreu. The camp where the Donnere died
is marked by a small body of water among the
mountains, now known as Lake Donner, m tho
western part of the State of Nevada.
Texan Frontier Life.
Six men start to go from Fort Griffin
to Ban Antonio. Two of them own the
wagon. Tho other four are passengers.
A day’s journey from Fort Concho the
party encamp. Two of the piiSvSeugerH
persuade tho owners of the team to go
out; hunting with them, and they go,
leaving the other two men iu charge of
the camp. The two passengers who
went hunting come back without the
owners of the wagon, and tell the camp-
watchers that they have billed tho own-
ers iu order to have the wagon to them-
selves. Tho two innocent men take
their choice of being killed ou the spot
or keeping quiet and sharing the pro-
ceeds. They acquiesce in the latter al-
ternative, and the four drive on to
Concho. Here one of the innocent men
interviews the Sheriff, and tho two mur-
derers, snuffing danger iu the air, hastily
gear up and rapidly drive off. The
Sheriff summons a posse and follows in
pursuit. The BherilFfl force overtakes
tho wagon at Kickapoo Springs, and
captures one of the two murderers be-
fore he can use his arms. Tho other
runs to a thicket of hackberry bushes,
where he lies down flat on the ground
and opens fire npon the Sheriff and his
posse. The Sheriff and his men tire
upon the hackberry grove from the
open prairie, and tight the ruffian in
this way from 10 in the morning until 3
iu the afternoon. One of the Sheriff’s
party is shot, and he wildly turns upon
the prisoner, shoots and kills him in his
tracks, and then lies down and dies.
The man in the hackberry grove finally
ceases firing, and then the Sheriff and
several wounded men move npon the
thicket. They find the murderer pierced
by several balls, and dead.
Demand for American War Material.
Tho arms and ammunition industries
in Birmingham, England, are reported
dull— a circumstance explained by
America’s activity in this direction.
Moreover, Aworicin machinery has been
largely adopted on tbe continent ; nota-
bly in Russia, where it is asserted that
3,000,000 rifles have been produced by
machinery bought from the Colt Rifle
Company five years ago by Gen. Gcrloff,
military attache at Washington, and an
American arms company is reported to
have sold 100.000 pistols to Russia in the
past year. Gen. Gorloff at the same
time perfected in America what is known
now as tlfe Russian cartridge. Ameri-
can firms have also been doing a very
large arms trade with Turkey and Egypt,
but them is stated to have lately been a
lull in these transactions on account of
There can be no mistake about it,
“ Matchless ” plug tobacco takee the lead. Old
fine-out ohewers say it gives better satisfaction
and is cheaper than fine out. Yon cannot bo
impoeed upon, aa each plug has the words,
“ Matchless P. T. Co." on a wooden tag. Trv
it once and you will always chew it Manu-
factured by the Pioneer Tobacco Company
New York. ______ 3
Good Advice.— -If there is any of our
readers who doubt the wonderful curative
effects of Durang’s Rheumatic Remedy, let
them write to any prominent person in Wash-
ington city, where it is manufactured, and they
will learn that it will do even more than is
claimed for it. Bold by all retail druggists and
at wholesale in all large citiee. Price, fl.00.
Ykoetable Pulmonary Balsam. the great New
England cure for coughs, oolda and consump-




INSTANTLY relieves and permanently cores this
A loathsome disease In all Its varying stages. Il pos-
sesses the soothing and healing properties of plant-,
herbs and barks In their essential form, free from every
llbrous contamination, and In (his respect differs from
every other known remedy. In one short year It hoi
found Us wnyiYom tho Atlantic to the Pacific coast,
and wherever known has become tho standard remedy
for tho treatment of Catarrh. Tho proprietors have
been waited upon by gentlemen of national reputation
who have been cured by this remedy, and who have,
at considerable expense and personal trouble, spreail
tho good news throughout the circles in which they
move. When you hear a wealthy gentleman of Intel-
ligence and refinement say "I owe my life to Banter d'h
Iladlcal Cure,” you may feel assured that It In an arti-
cle of great value, and worthy to be classed among
tho standard medical specifics of the day.
“ The benefit I derive from Its dally use Is to m>- i
valuable."
HENRY WELLS, of Wxlls, Faugo A Co.
“ It has cured me after twelve years of uninterrupted
Buffering."
GEO. W. HOUGHTON, Waltuau.
Faeh package contains Dr. Panterd'a Improved 1 1
haling Tube, with full directions ter use In ad cane*
Price ft (H) per package. For sale by all wholesnl*1
and retail druggist a throughout tho Unit'd ytatss.





A N Electro-Galvanic Ilattery, combined with the
J\ celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster, forming
the grandest curative agentiu the world of medicine,
and utterly surpanalng all other Plasters herrtoterr
la use. They accomplish more In one week than the
old Plasters In n whole year. They do not paUlatt:
they cl ue. Instant relief allord. d In
Rheumatism, »nra1tria, Paralysis, Cramps,
St, VitUH* Dunce, Sciatica, liip Complaints,
Spinal Affections, Nervous Fains and Irri-
tations, Epilepsy or Fits proceeding from
Shocks to tho Nervous System, Ruptures
and Strains, Fractures, Bruise*, Contu-
sions, Weak Muscle* and Joints, Nervous
and Feeble Muscular Action, Great Sore-
ness and Pain in any Part of tho Body,
Weak and Painful Kidneys, Great Tender-
ness of the Kidneys, and Weak and Lanin
Hack, caused by Chronic Inilawmatkm ot
the Kidney*.
So confident am the proprietors In tho great value
ofthls PI ustcr over all other Plusters that they do not
hesitate to warrant It to possess greater, far greater,
curative properties than all others combined, while
the price of each, vir.. Jfi/» cents. Is within the reach
of every sufferer In the laud* Insist, therefore, upon
having whatyou call for.
Boldeverywhere. Bent by mall. carefully wrapped
and warranted, on receipt of price, 25 cent* fbr one,
*1.25 for six, or 92J25 ter twelve, by WEEKS A POT-
TER, Proprietors, Boston.
II
a stoppage of remittances from Tur-
key ; not because she hasn’t paid, but
because tho makers have overdrawn
their accounts with the Turks.
If you are to marry a delicate, pale
and sickly lady, make her take Dr. J. H Mc-
Lean's Strengthening Cordial and Blood Puri-
fier ; it vitalizes and purifies the blood, strength-
ens and invigorates, causes the rich blood to
the cheek again. Dr. J. H. McLean, 814 Chest-
nut street 8t Louis, Mo
Com* Now and Let €• Reason Together.
Why do people so freauently say to Dr.
Pieroe, " I soppose your G.iiden Medical Dm-
covery cures everything?” Because it has
been the practice of knavish charlatans to
mannfactare worthless* non trams and attempt
to dope the ignorant and credoloos by recom-
mending them to cure every form of disease.
To snob an extent has this been practiced that
ic is no wonder that many have acquired pre ju-
dices against all advertised remedies. Bat Dr.
Pieroe d *8 not advertise his standard prepa-
rations as “cureails," does not claim that they
will perform miracles, bat simply publishes tho
f*c; that they have b en developei as specifics
for certain foimsof disease for which hereo 'tc-
mends them, after having tested their effi-
cacy in many hundred canes with the most
gr ti tying success. It is a fact known to every
weU-infO'med physician that many single reme-
dies pjasesa several different properties.
Quinine, for instance, has a tonic quality,
wiiioh suggest its use in cases of debility ; an
auti-penodic, by which it is efficacious in ague;
and a febrifuge property, which renders it effi-
cacious in cases of fever. The result of its
administration will also vary with the quantity
given and the oiroumstanor's under which it is
employed. So, likewise, the Golden Medical
Discovery possesses botn pectoral and altera-
tive, or blood-cleansing properties of the high-
est order. By reason of these two prominent
properties it cores two classes of diseases.
First, thoae of the respiratory organs, as throat,
bronchial and lung affections, chronic coughs
and asthma, and second, diseases of the blood
and glmdolar system, in which affections
all skillful physicians employ alteratives, as in
casee of blotches, eruptions, nloere. swelling,
tumors, abscesses and In torper of the liver or
“ biliousness." While its nso is, by its combi-
nation of properties, suggested in cases of pul-
monary consumption, yet yon need not take it
expecting it will core you if your longs are
half consumed, nor because it is recommended
•s a blood medicine would its propriet jr advise
yon to take it expecting it to cure cancer. It
will not perform miracles, bat it will care many
grave forma of disease.
Wb were pleased to see, not long
since, in one of our exchanges, some pretty
severe remarks addressed to several pereoiri
an d?[\Dg “ Men* ting lecture by Rev. Jno.
ui i Abbott, kept a continuous conRbine,
which prevented mwy from tic aring. People
who cannot refritin from coughing n*d better
stay away from such places, nr else take a bot-
tle of Johnson's Anodyne Liniment w th them.
TmumportancH of giving Sheridan'* .
Cavalry Condition Pmeders to horses that bavrf
been out in the cold rain, stood in cold wind, or
drank toomuolicold water, cannot be nver-esti-
h»atfd ; no man should bs w thont them wto
owns a good horse.
A CAPITAL BOOK FOR CH0IRSf
SINGING CLASSES, AND
Musical Conventions.
In th'.i tine book will be found the new e«t and beat
aacrad miulc by L.O. KMKR80N. Good Hinirtn* School
Counte, with abundant excellent material tor practice.
Including a number of Gleea. alao Tunea in all tbe
Metres, and a large number of nnoAntbaraa. tiboaldb*
in the bands of every Cbolr member.
91.38, or 912.00 per Dm.
THE ENCORE,
By L. O. EMERSON, baa tbe same Ringing Sehoo
Ooure# as that tn the SamttaTJOh, but with a moch
larger number of Glees, rendering it a (He* Book. Alao
a fair number of Sacred Tunea.
75 ('is., or 87.50 per Dos.
Either book mailed, post free, for retail price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. Ditaon AcCo., J. E. DiUon & Co.,




We will during these IIAKD TIM EM und the
HOLIDAYS, to February 1st, dispose v/ 100
PIANOS ORGANS, now i«nd eecoiid-hand.
o/ first-class makers, inrluding WATERS*, at
lower prices for cash, or Installments, than








.r . - ••
14th Street,
AGENTS ̂  th'11 lbefuU RU‘or7*
MOODY A SANKEY
Id Great Britain and America Is a success everywhere. All want
it— rich or poor. Krom AtoJObooksadsy'iwork. HI* Che only
complete work published onntnlnlog Mr. Moody's Sermon* sod
I’lut Mt-uakTiMi Talks In Chicago, Mr. Ssnkey's sddreMrs. sod
everything of interest. Has Ml pages, sisal ponnlU, sad IS
cnirarlng*. Price. fJ.00. Adlrc**. _ . _
M. A. VAXKKR A fa., 1U Clark fitraat, fffTCAOO, VLh.















Trade Mark In baaa KOLeMT’ •» •wr mschlne.
SILENT SEWING MACHINE
Send Foetal Card for Illustrated Price List, 4c
Wtllcox & Gibbs S. M. Co.,




An Incident ot the Ashtabula Horror—
A Farmer’s Wife Who Would Not De-
eert Her Husband.
A Detroit correspondent of the New
York Herald relates the advenhiros 6i
Johnaon B. Orbnrn and wife, who wew
on the ill-fated train that went down
with the bridge at Ashtabula. They
were on the way to Saginaw valley. Both
are past 40, and Mr. Orbum is an Ohio
lamer, who lately purehased a farm in
Saginaw county. As the train pulled
out from Ashtabula the farmer’s wife
began eating luncheon, and her husband
was frying to read a newspsper by the
light of the lamp.
He says he felt the first movement
when the bridge gave way. He first
imagined that one of the wheels under
his car had become detached, as a cor-
ner of the car seemed to settle down a
little. He dropped the paper and seized
the book of the seat in front of him.
Then the whole car seemed to lift up,
and several women shrieked in alarm.
There was no sensation of falling. On
the contrary, both agree they thought
the car was running up a stoop hill.
This would prove that the rear end of
their car setUed down first. From the
THE
ESTEY ORGAN,
The Instrument, the Makers,
and the Manufactory at
Brattleboro’, Vt.
THE INSTRUMENT.
Few people in the civilized world to-day,
among those who are interested in music and
the forms of musical expression, have not
heard of the Estey Organ, and smaller still is
the number of those who do not, after practical
acquaintance yvith the superior merits of that
noble instrument, cheerfully concede the proud
claim of its makers, that
TUB KSTKY ORGAN.
Every organ which leaves the Estey manufac-
tory, from the littlo Cottage flora, with its four
octavo manual and single sot of forty-eightr
leads, to the Double Bank Pedal Organ, with
seven full sets of reeds and sixteen stoiw, bear
the uniform stamp of entire faithfulness in
manufacture. No need to puff such wares ad
naumun, with flaming advertisements like a
____ _____ ____ _____ They are
as perfect as human ingenuity, care and skill
can make them, and are sold at the lowest
price consistent with a fair protit. Whenever
improvements are possible they are adopted at
once, whether in workshop, machinery or instrn-
_*mcnt. Under such circumstance*, it •wases
/i? to Iks h woitflcv that the sale of the
F Estey Organ is increasing with such
rapidity, both at homo and abroad ; and
that enlarged facilities for its production ere al-
organs were turned out last year. These organs
represented a business of over one million dol-
lars ! Such figures are more eloquent in testi-
mony of worth than the most tlowory and skill-
fully worded sentences.
A FEW TESTIMONIALS.
time the bridge gave way till the cars
struck the ice not more than ton seconds
could have elapsed, and yet daring that
brief interval the husband threw one arm
around his wife, she grasped the seat
and asked what had happened, and he
told her to secure a brace for her feet,
and added: “We are off the track and
running through the fields I” The rear
end of their car struck first, smashing
iteelf to kindling wood, the debris being
thrown over the passengers in front.
The farmer found himself on the floor,
held down by a mass of wreck on his
left leg, while his wife was thrown across
him, with the wreck of two or three
seats bolding her against the side of the
cur. While thus held, and before either
Imd spoken, one end of the oar settled a
little, and the wife was released.
“Mary, are you living r" naked the
husband, being his first words after the
full. She replied that she was not even
hart, beyond a bruise or two, and by
this time the shouting and confusion
aroupd them proved that the train was
off the track, though neither one sus-
pected that it was more than a tumble
into a wayside ditch. It was wonderful
how a woman could retain her presence
of mind under suoh exciting ciroum-
stanoes, but Mrs. Orburn didn’t even cry
out after the shook. Scores of other
passengers were shrieking in pain and
fright as the cold waters flooded one end
of the oar and the flames began to oat
away at the other.
The woman cleared herself of the
broken seats just as the fire started, and
she then ascertained that her husband
was pinned fast to the floor by the
wreck of matter on his leg, which wa?
partially bent around one of the iron
standards of a seat. She worked with
all her might to set him free, but the
raging flames were now only a few feet
away, and the smoke and heat were be-
coming terrible.
“Mary, take hold of my foot ; bend
my leg toward you with all your might,
and see if you can’t break it!” called
the husband, who thought he could
easily free himself if the leg was re-
leased from its cramped position. The
wife seized his foot, meaning to obey,
but at that moment the car lurched over
a little and her husband released him-
self. When they left the car her dress
was on fire, showing that another min-
ute would have enveloped both in the
flames.
Both were able to walk to the hotel as
soon as released, having escaped with
only a few bruises. The heroic w if e and
mother was not only ready to obey her
husband’s orders, but she had a plan of
her own.
“When I saw the flames just upon
us,” she said, “ and while I was sure that
my husband would be burned alive, I
made up my mind to put one of the
cushions over him, lie down on top of
that, and hope that while I was being
burned up help would come to him for
our children’s sake.”
“ I was afraid she wouldn’t be strong
enough to break my leg,” added the
husband, “ and then it would be all up
with me. 1 was going to have her get
out, and then, rather than be burned
alive, I was going to— Well, I had the
big knife in my right-hand pocket, and
mv right arm was free to get it and use
it!”
THE ESTET OHGiR LEADS TEE WORLD.
The foremost musicians of Europe anil I Hvritom. Recommendation*, such as flood the country for every conceivable invention
America haaten to Join their testimony to that . . , „„„„„ „„„ ' Manv t|lal nound and read well
Scientific men, inventors and manufacturers from all parts of the world have visited the
Estey establishment and unanimously pronounce it unsurpassed in perfection of detail and com-
of professional and amateur organists and
instrumentalists, of all degrees of proficiency
and celebrity, and all with remarkable unani-
mity affirm that no reed organs, of whatever
manufacture, native or foreign, can possibly
compare with those from the house of Messrs.
Estey A Co. in power, tone, workmanship and
style. Such & position and reputation can only
be gained legitimately. Mushroom manufac-
turers that grow up in a night and flaunt their
wares in the face of the public, gaudy and
impudently, may seem to flourish for a time ;
but their prosperity is a lie, as their pretensions
are a cheat. The sure success that crowns
honesty, industry, probity and thoroughness is
slow of growth ; but when it comes it is stead-
fast and honorable to the end. The Estey
Organs have achieved this success gradually,
through years of sturdy toil, patient experi-
ment, tireless watchfulness and unvarying
promptitude in additions and improvements.
Thirty years ago the primitive prototype of
the present magnificent instrument was made.
Place the two side by side and read the history
of a generation of industry and invention.
Thirty years ago only the wealthy could afford
to possess musical instruments of any sort,
and thousands of churches were destitute of
the charm of instrumental music in Uieir wor-
ship. To-day the humblest home may have its
fireside organ, to lend sweet attraeiion to the
home circle, and the feeblest church or Sabbath
school a beautiful instrument, to give voice and
earnestness to its pious praise. This happy
change is due to the Estey Organ more than to
any other one cause. The constant and undevi-
ating aim of its makers has been to produce a
perfect reed instrument that should be within
tee reach of the popular purse in price. Every
mechanical appliance that human ingenuity
could devise and human patience perfect has
been brought to bear upon this end. Trust-
worthy experience from all Quarters has lavish-
ed its ’ripest fruit unstintedly to promote this
object The materials used have been rigidly
id
of money making and money spending man, are cheap enough. Many that sound and read well
may be bought for a song. At the present time, therefore, it is in order to quote* a few testimo-
nials which the Estey Organs have called forth, that are a test of value and approval which
cannot be gainsaid— the voice of the masters in music bearing witness to that tine truism, as old
human endeavor and human fruition, that only true merit achieves true success :
[From EICHAED WAGNER, the Composer, par Excellence.]
‘•The tone of the Estey Organ is very beautiful and noble, and gives me the greatest pleas-
ure. My great friend, Franz Liszt, is also charmed and delighted with them.’'
[From MME. ESSIPOFF, the Wonderful Pianist.]
“ i have often had the opportunity to hear and play on the Estey Organs in St. Petersburg
and Warsaw and was perfectly charmed with their full, sympathetic tone. On no other organs
can be produced, with such purity and precision, the choir-like sound in the lower registers so
similar to a fine church organ.” _
[From HERR RTJBENSTEIN, Director of the Imperial Conservatory and
the Musical Society at Moscow.]
‘•It gives me great pleasure to give due praise to Messieurs J. Estey & Co. for their really
splendid Organs. The tone of these instruments is full, noble and charming and has the
advantage of pleasing and captivating the car. To these artistic qualities must bo added that
tliey are of solid workmanship and of the most elegant liuish, mid I doubt not their having an
extraordinary success in Russia.'’ _ __
TUB MAKKRl?.
The firm of J. Estey A Oo. is made up of
Mr. Jacob Estey, his son, Julius J. Estey, and
his son-in-law, Levi K. Fnller. Mr. Estey,
senior, is the veteran reed organ maker of
America, if not of the world. Ho began the
huBinoss in Brattleboro’, thirty years ago, in a
single room, with six workmen, and has make
his way constantly forward, iu spite of more dis-
asters and drawbacks than often attend such
enterprises. This fact is due to the man him-
self. He has made himself, through force of
honesty, energy, shrewdness and perseverance.
Plodding on mid on, smiling at disasters by tire
and flood, planting his foot resolutely on all
obstacles, with indomitable faith in himself and
Iris work, he has reached a very proud place
among his fellows, while atill in the prime of a
hale and vigorous manhood. His executive
ability is great. He knows every detail of the
vast husiuoss and watches its daily progress
with a marvelous approach to omnipresence.
But, however absorbed he may be-in this direc-
tion, he has never negteotod his highest duties
and privileges as a citizen. Always foremost
in everything conducive to the public welfare,
actively interested in affairs of chi_____ _____ lurch, State
and sooiety. his influence has been wide and
[From CAMILLE DE SAINT SAENS, Composer, Pianist and Organist of
the Madeleine Church, Paris.]
rafcjectod to every possible test that could in
any way conduce to tneir adaptability and dm a-
* ........ ’* i the endbillty.’What is the result at  of thirty
years? The lowest priced pipe organs that arc
worth buying cost $1,500. Messrs. Estey k Co.- u— .
furnish for from $200 to $300 a rood organ so
admirably balanced in tone and power that two-
thirds of ’the congregation in an ordinary small
church would suppose it a pipe organ if it was
concealed from view. A really good piano from
a reliable maker cannot be bought for less than
$400 to * T, i ^ ------ :a~. a~
capadi
bepurcL— - ----- - — , ------------ Y.
good one for $70. This is practical philanthro-
py, of a quality as refreshing as it is rare. This
hat all
maaer, scuor, buyer and performer
suitable share of the benefits of a—reap an eqi
result so truly beneficent
which conserves the public welfareThat 
promotes private interest Good wine needs no
Dash. Honesty pays best. Messrs. Estey k
Co. have proved the truth of those aphorisms,
and in an age of shams have demonstrated that
solid merit is the true touchstone of success.
Nine thousand organs were turned out there
last year and sent to every quarter of the globe,
in more than one instance supplanting entirely
an makers m the old
*** ****** V VMWM WMW -- ---- --- -- ** f
the instrument* of Europe n ---------
world. These organs represented a business of
over one million dollars f
‘•I have played upon the Organs of Messrs. Estey k Co., and been charmed with their
quality of tone, which comes very near that of a Pipe Organ, .and the resources it gives to the
player.” __  __
[From PAULINE LUCCA, the Celebrated Prima Donna.] '
“I have heard the beautiful Cottage Organs of Messrs. Estey k Co., ot Brattleboro'. and
was astonished at the fall, noble and sweet tone of these instruments, which resembles so much
the Pipe Organ-a quality which I have never found in any other American organ or
harmonium.”
Aix-la-Chapixle, Feb. 9th, 1870. _
a c , tu  mmciicu im uts u hiu ulkj
good and the cordial esteem ho has earned so
honorably waits impatiently for a fitting oppor-
tunity to do him honor in kind.
The younger members of the firm, who have
been active partners for a decade of years, had
been trained in tlie business under the tuition
of their senior for some time previous, and the
partnership only served to concentrate their
energies. They are young men of sterling
natural ability, and seem to havo been particu-
larly well fitted for the positions assigned thorn.
Mr. JnhiiH Estey is at tno head of the counting-
room uud supervises the mathematical intrica-
cies of the immense business with a clear-head-
ed faculty that might well be considered a
synonym for uniform correctness. The count-
ing-room of u manufactory is where iU heart
beats. Health there means strong and
regular pulsation through all the veins and
arteries of workshop aud storehouse. Mr. Fnller
is at the head of the mechanics of the concern.
His native talent, stimulated by a thorough
mechanical training, has been invaluable and in-
disiMmsablo in the long and uninterrupted se-
ries of experiments and inventions which, un-
der his ready and intelligent guidance, have
been combined in the complete whole known ns
the Estey Organ. Both those gentleman are.
equally with their elder, in the van of every
movement that tends to promote the public
[From OLE BULL, the Great Violin Virtuoso.] ̂
‘•After having played aud examined the Cottage Organs of J. Estey k Co., 1 can fully con-
firm that they are the best substitute for the Pipe Organs in smaller churches aud in schools, and
that the smaller ones are very appropriate for family use and should bo highly recom-mendei J. H. NEBELONO, Organist.”
Copenhagen, Nov., 1875.
‘. After having used and heard the above Organs, iu our late concerts, we fully concur in the
above statement, and say in addition that the tone is very beautiful, round and .effective.
“ Fred. Bull, Director of Music. OLE BULL*
wealth and prosperity ; as reUable, progressive,
faithful and enthusiastic in all such matters as
in their, personal affairs. Character stamps
these men as it does their manufactures. Posi-
tive merit is the underlying principle of their
success.
THE MANUFACTORY.
The Estey Organ manufactory is well worth
a visit to aiiv interested in mocnanical and art
progress, 'fho works are situated on an eleva-
When[From FRANZ ABT, the World Renowned Compoeer and Author of
the Swallows Homeward Fly,” etc.]
The Estey Organs deserve the highest admiration, as well for their beautiful, sympathetic
tone as for their easy, delicate touch and solid, elegant constructional consider them unsur-
passed by anything I have over Boon.”
and[From PROF. W. HOWARD DOANE, Jr., the Eminent Composer
Director, Cincinnati, O.]
“ For purity and beauty of tone, for variety of combination, aud durability of construction,
I prefer the Eetey Organ to any I have seen.”
ted plateau, overlooking a considerable portion
of the village of Brattleboro’. They consist of
eight main slate covered factories, which are
wide. Near by is a gas house, which supplies
not only tlie factories, but some portions of the
village, with illuminating gas of excellent Qual-
ity. A steam ftie engine, named “J. Estey,”
is kept constantly ready for use and may be
maimed at a moment's notice by a drilled com-
pany of the workmen. A perfect system of
K(>e&king tubes and electric bells establishes in-
siantaneous communication between the office
aud all parts of the premises. Over five hun-
dred workmen are employed, and every care is
taken to secure for them health, comfort and
safetv, aw well as a perfect and economical
working of the establishment. Many of tlie
little rooms occupied by the tuners are made
charmingly cozy with pictures and flowers^ar-
ranged to suit tlie taste of the oocnpants. The




Extract from a letter from Green
River, Wyoming: “Eleven miners
came into Camp Brown, on the 6th, for
supplies, from the head of Wood river,
and aU bring coarse gold with them.
They report about thirty men now in
the diggings working with rockers, mak-
ing $10 per day and upward. One man
Vy the name of Watson found a nugget
worth $30. The party report no snow
on the route and very little in the camp.
They return immediately with about
forty men, who join them from Lander
City, in the Wind river valley, who feel
jubilant over the new discovery, as they
have been waiting for the purpose of
going into that country early in' the
spring, but now leave with the Wood
Frank Leslie’s Historical Register
- OF THE -
CENTENNIAL EXHIBITION
la the only complete Pictorial Bietory of the Centennial
published. A mammoth panorama. 1,000 large engrav.
ing a, many of them being UK by 30 K inebe*. A Kents
Wanted. AddreM AGENCY DEPARTMENT?
FRANK




Selling ,t the rate ef) ,000 * Foil cxpo*e of the horri-
ble tyttcoi of hblrgaray. Tllaatrsud ClrcaUn, with complete
htfonnatioa free to ell. Addrni ’aeamt eflee of |put|t|nt• MMsiiaeai ua i wo w an. aami oniuw 01 uuBlin«
Oilman* Qqm Hertford, Ct.,Chlcego, llL,Clocinn»U, &
TO ADVERTISERS!
nAG’TS WANTED FOR HISTORY ft 0
Unteni EXHIBITION
It contains 330 fine engravings of buildings and
scores in the Great Exhibition, and is the only sutlientic
and coinpleto history published. It treat* of the grand
buildings, wonderful exhibits, curiosities, great erents,
etc. Very cheap, and sells at slgbt. One Agent sold <8
copies in one day. Send for onr extra terms to Agent*
and a full description of the work. Address NATIONAL
PUBLISHING CO., Chicago. Ill
n A TTfnTfb'W Unreliable and worthless books on
LixU iiUll. tho Kxhibitlon are Wing ciiciilatrs).
Do not be deceived. See that the book you buy contains




The only cnmpliU, rUMyMItutraiM. lo*.pric* work,
7TO page*, only fi* 50. Treat* of the entire history.J s. WillyM’4 OU i i* i wio muo u *
grand building*, wonderful exhibit*, curiosities, etc. In-
domed by the officials and clergy. 1 .500 agent* ap-
pointed in 4 week*. Rfport eplendW «uerr*a.
caption
BEALS & FOSTER,
river party. Distance about eighty
miles from Gamp Brown.” '
Xo. 41 Park Row, MEW YORK,
GENERAL AGENTS FOR
The American Newr Union Lists
of Co-operatiye Newspapers.
Advertiser* desiring to dm either of the List* (not pub-
lished in their own city) may communicate with Messrs.
HEALS A rOHTKU direct, a* ail orders will hereafter
pass through their band*. ’
A. J. AIKENH. President
American Ncwpapcr Union.
( It is an interesting foot that our word
daughter, whan traced back through
the Greek thugater to its source in the
Sanscrit duhitri, is found to be equiva-
lent to milkmaid, showing that it was
‘becof It was no donbt considered LUCRATIVE BUSINESS.
a highly honorable office, mnoe the cow,
the most valuable animal to a pastoral
people, soon came to be endowed with
superofitund attributes.^
Also the same new way 1 A new prin-
ciple ! for the oore of Catarrh. Bores in the
Noee and Throat, Dr. J. H. McLean’s Catarrh
Snoff. It soothes and heals. Trial boxes
50 ote., by mail Dr. J. H. McLean, 314 Chest-
nut street, St, Louie, Mo. '
or WE WANT 500 MORE FIRST-CLA89
SEWING MACHINE AGENTS, AND 500
MEN OF ENERGY AND ABIMTYTO LEARN
THE BUSINES60F BELLI NO lEWINC MA-
CHINES. COMPENSATION LIBERAL, BUT
VARYING ACCORDINCTO ABILITY, CHAR
ACTER AND QUALIFICATIONS OF THE
AGENT. FOR PARTICULARS, ADDRESS
Wilii Sewing Made Co. Cbicam
837 * 829 B30ADWA7, Hrr Terk, cr Vnr Orlm: La.
$10*$25 * ^ by Ar.nl • ^Illnr oo Mm-H'1
Agent s’ Guide on trial 3 mot.lOct* Jane* P.S««i', Chicago.
$75
mil* 'UJfc Vf Crayon., Ptrtnn ail 4 Ohronw. CVd*. lti<>
i. In. worth Aft, t.nt II lll•l»l<^ for Kfif. Illll.i.
LcdCatilocuafVe*. J. II. BUFFORD’ SSONS, BOSTON, MAS
250 jU&m* C *1? pntrm*. Rook and Map fnw.
who is par-
dla-
writing to JOHN KILPATRICK. Cambkipoe. O. _
EVERY MAMIS OWN DOCTOR, mmtI:
Contains lOQ jmgo* of valuable recipes for cure of Man
TflE tlUiypHlTY BOX. A new wonder! Made
with over 10.000 separate pieces of metal. Sample by
mail, postpaid, 10 c.u. ; 3 for £5 eta. Agent* wanted.
Address Globe Boos Oo., 25S Hroadwsy, New York.
TVtw Cnt show* the form of the fingar-
Trough Gourd/ They bold from 8 to 10
gallons each. Twenty-five cents para for
* package of the seed, and one of Pansy
Double Zinnia and Striped Petunia.
WAddrete *WALDO F. BROWN.
Box 100. Oxford, 0.
Cures Disease when all other
remedies fall. Testimonials
TRUTH IB MIGHTY Imm&zs
•Mi Ito m* ,1m* vto. ,n
he-, SENT
No. UN. 6th it, Bt. Lodi, Ha
YTIAHTERN OREGON LANDM.— 000.000
Acrr*. Boll rich, title perfect, crofts rrrfof*. ell-
mate unsurpassed. For sale at from $1.50 to $3 ft) per
“ in2- ~ M•ere. T-nne ••«»sy. .For Ulrvular Map, do.. apply to K.
'I \RT1N A 0O..4M FVintHt .Hun Kmmacn, California.
1 or thslr aena want'd tills ATI andARHERS— 1 1 °r - 111 j •“ !l t" j t i u li
to ths farmer. In thrir "wn count wines. pUaaant, pro!-1
fUcoud. Particular* free. J. Worth. 8t. L.uia.M.k
TUF  10 Acquaintance Card*. 1 Allium Cbroino,
1 pack Age Cards, 3 Photographs, 1 GOLD PEN. all lor
U> cents. MTAU CARD CO., Chtcajco, lli.
AGENTS.:
ter. The gomblnatloa
lovtettgaU the merit* of The Dh»
tratod Weekly before determining
SSSSJASHSi,
and win
--- -- ------ , ------- anythin*
farren Bt, New Todt
& on the smoothnt'flKe StSsS^d^^fl' ease, or money cheerfully re-days 1m every i




Safety Butane Automate kitlngutabera.
Lamp Goods. A*. ; f 1.200 a year, hctol and traveling
Nori*
B. H. KOMI Sc CO., CfaclMitl, Okie.
a UK NTH wanted, on salary or eemmiMton. New trisA-A ne*s. ‘ - — — - " * *Addrsa* JTB. MaMET A GO.. Ht. Louis. Mo
BORTBAm, stc., drawl hr mariilaery. Apparatvs by as*r Me. Agents waalsA fcmtlhagrsiih HP* Oe.. Phtla.. Pa
$5
DCIffll IIF QH 7 shot $3.00, 70 styles. /If. Cat./''.'.
HtVULvtftI Wemtow Gun Works, Chicago, liL
$12 ̂ “Sur.f^ISSLSffiSL-4
$56 3 >77 %£
•MW
Afa
01911 »D»jr. HOW TO MAKE IT. RwnWf




MEIESHde with oug Btemli and"ntfll. Circulars Free.Fulton 8L, New York.
$350 -25 s
•tea $0 oea» selh'
--- world. One sample tree.












Holland and tho ftlrw Question.
Holland is, proportionately to area and
population, the richest country in the
world. Its financiers are ainon# the ablest
in existance, and to-day, as for generations
back, operate in the most important finan
STEW
Meat Market.
No. 78, Eighth St.
wymi c u wi il rapon in an- - —o --
rial negotiations, whether the payment of | Q,T*JC ondewlgned have opened.a Meat Market In
the French indemnity cr the refunding of ^)okt^^.0whetrettheyrwilf‘kwpLwiti^rt*^
ha,1d » choice aMortment ot fresh and salted meals
the French indemnity cr the refunding
the United States debt. In 1847, just be-
tore the flood of new gold from California
and Australia, Holland adopted the single
silver standard. After the demonetiza-
tion of silver by Germany, in 1871, Hol-
land stopped the coinage of that metal in-
to money, and adopted the single gold
standard, while retaining a large amount
of silver in circulation. This latter step
is to be regarded as a defensive measure,
like the limitation by the Latin Union of
the coinage of silver by its members. The
public opinion of Holland is in favor of
the re establishment in general use of the
double standard of silver and gold. Hol-
land is rich enough to be able to buy for
herself the gold standard,— much better
able to buy and hold it than Germany,
which has set up a much more extrava-
gant mint establishment than is justified
by its income. But the Hollanders are
able to see that the use of silver and gold
for money is more economical and stable,
both for themselves and the rest of the civil-
ized world, than the use of any single stand-
ard, and that the general welfare is sure to
be injured by the violent subversion of the
usage of a thousand years in the joint stand-
ard of silver and gold. An address recently
issued from the Netherlands “ Society for
the Progress of Industry” contains a
strong argument for the double standard,
and urges that an International Convention
be held to bring this about. The Society
regard the causes that have recently depre-
ciated silver as, with one proviso, tempo-
rary. This proviso is that the Govern-
mental crusade against silver he discon-
tinued. If the leading nations could by a
conference be brought to agree to use sil-
ver at the old ratio to gold of 15)$ to 1,
the Society express the firm belief that the
price of silver would recover itself aud re-
main steady. It is a strong recommenda-
tion of the sagacity of the men uttering
these views that, although their address
was given to the world in July, 1870, when
silver was at 47 pence per ounce, its low-
est point, they insisted that the fall was but
a momentary one. The subsequent rise to
57 pence shows how just thelropinion was.
The most fur-seeing advocates of mone-
tary reform, men like M. Cernuschi, now
favor the same course as that recommended
by the Netherlands Society, that this ques-
tion be settled by an International Con-
gress. One nation cannot move safely
alone. If such a Congress were held,
there cau be little doubt that its decision
would make it necessary for the United I
States to reduce the weight of its silver
dollar from that of the dollar proposed by
the Bland dill. The Bland dollar of 4124
grains, 900 fine, is in the ratio of 10 to 1.
This Is 3 per cent, more than would be al-
lowed by the time-honered relation of 15)$
to 1. If we desire to retain a double cur-
rency, we must not depreciate one of its
cocstituents. To do so would be to repeat
the previous miscalculations of our coin-
age, which at one time gave us silver alone
and at another gold alone, but never yet a
true double standard.— Tribune.
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
end overy thing else helongtatt to there line of
biulne*!. By promptness and fair dealing we will
endeavor to ectabllHh ounkdvcs and Invoke the
well wiahea of the community attar^e.
Come and Give us a trial
Holland, Mich., Sept. 25, 1878.
J. Van dun Bubo,
Pktkr Braam.
Drs. ANNIS4BR0EK,
No. 86, Eighth Street.
0pp. Van Raalte’s Shoe Store.
DRAtERS IN
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.
ProHcrlptlonn carefully prepared at all hours of
the day and night. Our ntock in all llrst-clnse, and
wo offer it to the public cheap for caah.
We Invite our friends and the public generally to
give m* a share of their patronage.
T. E. ANN IS, M. D.
A. BROEK. M. 1).
BOOTS & SHOES
E. HEROLD,





Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1878.
_ ....... ̂
of Goods for the Fait and Winter trade ao
and call at the store of '
DEALERS IJM
Dry Goods, _ Notions and Trimmings,





Han removed his business to
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Monroe Street.
Will be pleased to see all his old friends and cus-
tomers that require anything in the clothing line,
we make, cut and trim to order anything in our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low-
est possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done.
GIVE US A TRIAL518 I. P. THIBOUT.
A Family Knitting Machine!
Now attracting universal attention by its aston-
ishing performances and its great practical value
J. Q. DOESBURG,
JMsiMiam,




Are sold as cheap at this Drug Store us at any






, f!.thce, ,e»‘lins Patent Medicines in the market.
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold lu
bottle or by measure.
J. O. DOESBURG.







. ^ p invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very lame and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
ROBERT S. HILL,
Having established himself in Holland, Mich.,
ns a machinist, hereby Informs the public that he
is prepared to do all kinds of
Saw-Mill Work,
Steam Machinery,




Patented Sept. Gilt, 1870.
ROBERT S. HILL.
Holland, Sept. 11, 1876.
I will pay the highest market J . F L I E M A U,
prices for all meats. manufacturer of
The Highest market prices ToP or °Pen Buggies
Li edit Heavy Wfl^nriQ
paid forHides.
I will sell cheaper than any
one in this City.





Ths Jews In Palmine,
Mr. William Knighton writes to the
London Tima\ "During the enriy part of
tliia year I was in the Holy Land. Every-
where, from Dan to Beersheba, I saw evi-
dence of the renewed energy and activity
of the Jewish race. As a people the Jews
are flocking back to the land of their fore-
fathers in great numbers from all the
countries of Europe. In Jerusalem and
its neighborhood, particularly, every plot
of ground for sale is eagerly bought by
them. The Jews are a wealthy race.
The Turks, who nominally govern their
promised land, are greatly in want of
money. Would it not he possible for the
Jews to issue among themselves a new
Turkish loan, on condition that they should
obtain the right of governing their own
land under the guardianship of the great
powers of Europe! Would not many
wealthy Christians lie ready to assist them
in this matter if Ihe leaders of the Jew-
ish community throughout Europe under-
took it with some degree of vigor? A re-
public or a sarcerdotal government might
he thus established in Jerusalem, nomin-
ally under the Turks still, but really under
the guarantee of the great Christian powers
of Europe— a government which might be
of incalculable benefit to Palestine, in
which scarce a farthing of public money
is now spent for its improvement or for
the development of its magnificent natural
resources.”
The Treasury officials sent to Europe
to transact the business between the Gov-
ernment and the European Syndicate are
ordered home. The reason assigned is
that tlih European Syndicate decline to
lake more of the loan than their agree-
ment, and there is no more business for
the clerks. It is stated that European ad-
vices give as the reason assigned by the
Syndicate for their action the disturbed
condition of public affairs in the country.
w ----- J-WW— ,
and civet* perfect nhape and finish to all garment?.
It will kait apiircf soeki in fifteen minute* I Every
machine WARRANTED perfect, and to do jiJ/
u-hat u represented. A complete Instruction book
accompanies each machine.
No. 1 Family Machine, 1 cylinder. 72 needle?, *30.
No-3 “ “ a •• 72* 100“ $40.
A sample machine will be sent to any part of the
l nited Mate? or t;anada,( where we have no agent!,
express charges pre paid, on receipt of the price
Agents wanted in overy State, Countv, Cltv and
I own, to whom very liberal discount? will be
made.
AddreM.BtcKmnD Knitting Machine Mro. Co.
Sole Manufacturers. Brattlebora, Vt.
( ...... ......... ..... From and after this date, I
With almost Magical speed  intend t0 devote t0 this line of
*  p v«s nppror a nnA an/i l.i-K -n ------- trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and , Yellow
AVare in large supplies.
__ „ O. J. V’AARWERK.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.
BOTTOM PRICES
I am now prepared to take
Photographs, Tin-Types,
Copies, large and .
small at
BOTTOM PRICES2* B. P. HIGGINS
IPHCEHTX
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Most Approved Patterns;




WE HAVE A STEAM
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything in our linf, manufactured on short
notise.
H. W. VERHEEK & Co.
46
- ----- * vv
531 (Broadway, flew York.
Opp. Metropolitan Hotol.
Manufacturers, Importers and Dealers in
CHR0M0S & FRAMES,
Stereoscopes & Views,
Afat, SnphouoDsiui Suitable Tm,
Photographic Materials.










SCHOOL LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN
PEOPLE S LANTERN 1*ANTB“N’
Each style being the best of iu class in the market.
Catalogues of Lantern and Slides with directions
for using sent on application.
Aay Intsrp rising man can maks money with a Magio
Lantern.
GTCut out this advertisement for refer-
enee-4Ef
HMDi SOW LOST, HOW MED !
Just published, a new edition of
Dr. CulTerwell'i Celebrated E??ay on
the radical cure (without medicine)- - — of Spermatorrwa or Seminal Weak-
ness. Involuntary Seminal Losses. Impotoncy,
Mental and Physical Incapacity. Impediments to
Marriage, etc.; also. Consumption, Epilepsy and
ms, induced by self-indulgence or sexual extra-
vagance, Ac.
LtT Price, in a scaled envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated snthor, In this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years* success-
iu practice, that the alarming consequences of
self-abuse may be radically cured without the dan-
gerous use of Internal medicine or the application
of the knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once
simple, certain, and effectual, by means of which
everj- sufferer, no matter what his condition may
ca/)may CUre cheaP,)r' privately, and radi
$1^ This Lecture should be In the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent nnder seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad-
dress, post jtaidy on receipt of six cents or two
post stamps.
Address the Publishers,
F. B ragman St Son.
41 Am St-, Nsw York; Post Offlce Box. 4616.
ight & agons.
SLEIGHS TRUCKS etc.- 0 -
Also solo Agent for the
SOUTH BEJNHD, I2ST3D.
This wagon is the best wagon In use in this State,
and the only slope-spoked wagon maniifac
lured. It is a better wagon than the Jack-
son Wagon, and I will sell them Just us
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my




General Blackuwithing done with neatnea*
and dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality„ J. FLIEMAN.
Holland, September 1, 1875.
CITY HOTEL,
iMTCH.
The Proprietor announces to the Pnhic that na
Nrst 1 r l,y hi,n ‘° u,akc UoumFIRST-CLASS in every respect.
I he Rooms are spacious and
well furnished with new and
elegant furniture.
Office on First Floor.
Fur the convenience of Commercial
Agents a large ami well lighted sample
room 1ms been fitted up on the
ground floor. Livery connect-
ed with the Hotel.
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
MEAT MARKET
- IN THE —
FIRST J7ARD.
The undersigned announces to the Public ttiai
they have llnlshed their new Meat-Market, and arei U\ u,ppljr ,*lelr customers with all kind*I .dr8“iU''aKS9.- ,ly Pron'Pt!ie?H and fair
d ali iig they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
trade"11* " ^ to fttVor * hh part of their
Z-ruZV;™*™ of °- j- *
W. BUTKAU,„ _ J. VAN ZOKREN.
Holland, July 14, 1876.
CQQQ ̂  an', ,K> ma(le cvcry agent every
month in the business we furnish, hut
those willing to work can easily earn a
dozen dollars a day right In their own localltici.
Have no room to explain here. Business pleasant
and honorable. Women, and boys and girls do as
well as men. Wo will furnish you a complete Out-
fit free. The business pays better than anything
else. We will bear expense of starting you. Par-
ticulars free. Write and sec. Farmers and me-
chanics, their sons and daughters, and all classes
In need of paying work at home, should write to us
and learn all abont the work at once. Now Is the
time. Don't delay. Address Thub & Uo., Augus-
ta, Maine. ̂-17
BOOTS & SHOES !
I have on hand a large stock of
Boots and Shoes
Of the neatest styles and best qualities which
I offer at greatly reduced prices. 1
T3 TSX W0BXIN3 CLASS.— -We are now prepared
to furnish all classes with constant employment at
home, the whole of the time, or for their spare
moments. Business new light and profitable.
Persons of either sex easily earn fi ora 50 cents to
*5 per evening, and a proportional sum by devot-
ing their whole time to the business, Bovs and
girls earn nearly as much as men. That all who
see this notice may send their address, and test the
business we make this unparalleled offer: To such
as are not well satisfied we will send one dollar to
pay for the trouble of writing. Full particulars,
samples worth several dollars to commence work
on, and a copy of Homo and Fireside, one of the
largest and best Illustrated Publications, all sent
free by mall. Reader, if you want permanent,
profitable work, address, Ukohok Btinson A Co.,fr-1? Portland, Maine.
J. O. Bakker
«oSbaCn5nhandtOW‘,l0nhI- fricndaand cu>-
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
I). Ii. K. VAN RAALTE.
F0RSALE.
IntarKApp e’ ?Dnceu Chwtonlt Mulberry, Apprf
cot. Cherry and Peach trees in hearing
No money required down Inquire of
nnLLAKD, April Ift* VAN LANDEQKND,
Nathan Kenyon; Banker
HOLLAND,, MICH.,
Does » general Banking, Exchange, and Col-
ectlon business. Collections made on all points
in the UnitedStates and Europe. Particularatten
lion paid to the collections of Banks and Bankers
Remittances made on day of payment. All busi-
ness entrusted to me shall nave prompt atten-
tion. Interest allowed on time deposits, subject
10 .ch®®k at "'ght. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all pointsin Europe
sold a». my office^ 1
106 tf _ N. KENYON.
Farm for Sale.
I will 8*11 eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. .Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
of this land-ia partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of
M. D. HOWARD.
1Q7S. FALL AND WINTER. 1876.
Millinery, Toys and Fancy" Goods.”
And a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing Goods,
Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks, and
Cloaking, Fall and Winter Shawls,
and all kinds of Gloves.
A tul Isupply of fall and winter hats
all of the latest styles.
Elegant Dress (roods, Fine Cloaking and
Shawls we make a specialty.
Beautiful Furs, and Fur Cloak trimming, and a large variety
of Ornamental Feathers.
Call and Examine. No Trouble to Show Goods.
I. & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
eighth street HO EE AND, MICH
